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ABSTRACT

rhe fast neutron induced efOSSsections were studied systematically in the energy range

1-'.90 - 1480 t\1cV using the neutron generator facility' under identical conditions in

order to provide real nuclear data required in the fu,inn reactor design and in

developing semiconductor technology. In the presenl investigation, the activation cross

section data lor "Mo(n,p)92"'Nb, 94Mo(n,2n/J"'Mo, ~'Mo{n_p)""Nb, J9Co(n,aioMn,

')'1,-:r(n,2n/9Zr, 7oGe(n,2n)""Ge. 74Ge(n,a)71mZn and 76Ge(n,2n)""H'BGe reactions in the

neutron energy range of 13.90-14 80 ~IcV measured If) un unified experimental

condition In ever)' case sample~ of natural abundance was used. Monoenergetic

neutrons "ere produced via JH(d,n)4He reaction using solid tritium target J-25 neutron

generator at the Institute of Nuclear Science a~d Technology, AERL Savar, Dhaka

\\.i(h a deuteron energy of 110 keY and steady bcam current of 120-130 ftA The

different energies of neutrons wcre obtal~ed ~s ~ function of emission ~ngle to the

direction of incoming deuteron beam. Activities of the reaction product, were

determined by measunng the gamma-ray counts of the product nuclei using high

resolutio~ HPGe detector gamma-ray spedromeh) sy<;tem.!\eutron flux at each sample

position ".as determined by using 27AI(n.a)"l'\a monitor reaction with known cross

section of the monitor reaction taken irom the works of H. Vona~h The expcrimental

values of the cross sedillns were determined using activation equation 1he total

uncertainly in cross section w~s obtained by considering both the stalistical errors and

possible major source\ of systcllllltic errors

The measured readion cross scction values alo~g with the availablc literature data have

been plotted a, a function of neutron energy to get the excitation liwctlOns or the

reactions The theoretical cross scction calculations using ~tatistical code SI1\CROS-11

In the energy rangel3 to 15 MeV were performed to validate the experimental data

theoretically Measurcd data Vv111help to remove existing diserepancics in the cros,

section valucs, will otfer substantial nuclear data base tor fusion reactor desIgn, current

evaluations of neutron adivation cros<; section and nuclear model calculation for

nuclear technology application
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

Neutron ilas been playing an important role in the study of nuclear reactions, nuclear

structure and in the basement and advancement of nuclear technology since the

dL,covery of its by ChadWIck in 1932, A detailed study of nuclear reactions is one of

the largest areas of nuclear chemistry and physics, This field of study originated when

Rutherford investigated the scattering of low energy particles in a thin gold foil in 1911.

Radioactivities produced in btructural materials with nt'utrons as well as with charged

panicles are of immense impOliance in tile whole range of nuclear applications, A

palticular Slrtlelural material may be consisted of mallY ;t<lble isotopes. Fast neutrons,

therefore, lead to the formation of many radioactive products. Therefore an accurate

knowledge of their formation eros; sections is important for estimating the total induced

activity. A study ol'(n, charged particle) reactions on the structural materials is of great

importance since such reactions give rise on the one hand to transmutation products

wilich might strongly IIlfluenee the development of damage microstructure and thereby

lead to property changes and on the other to hydrogen and helium gases which may

c~use high temperalure embattlement of struClural materialsl, The experimental data,

generally obtained via the aClivallon techlllque, are rather discrepant ~."

In fIgures I I and I ,2 are shown t\\lO possible designs of future Tokamak-type fusion

reactors, Figure 1,I shows plasma composed of deuterons and tritons surrounded by a

first wall of toroidal shape which in turn is sun'ounded by a shielding blanket in which,

through interaction of the neutrons produc~d in the plasma with lithium, tritium, 1S

produced Figure 1 2 shows a complete design or a possible fusion reactor along with

ileat exchanger and other components It also shows how tritium is fed back into the

pla,111a.

Developing a material suitable fLJfthe tirst wall and simliar critical locations is one of

the most difficult problems of fusion. Prcsent materials rail in their resistance to

radlalioll damage, creep and olher things to meet the lif~time requirements of a fusion
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rcactor by about an order of mag~itude: ingeniou:,

replacement present eost penaltie~,Thu, materials development will be a critical pacing

item in the future fusion pl'ograme'.

'] hc deuterium and tritium in the plasma reaet according to the scheme

D + T --+ (~He+ 3 2S McV) + (n + 14.1 MeV), The helium ion deposits its energy in

the plasma thereby keeping the plasma hot. The ncutron deposits its energy in the

blanket that SUiToundsthe discharge plasma, The blanket not only absorbs the ]4 MeV

ncutro~ energy, but produccs an additional 9 2 MeV of energy per mcident neutron, In

additLon the ncutron reactions wnh the natural lithium in the f1ibe, together with the

neutron multiphcation rcactlon, in the bcryllium", easily produce a tritium breeding

ratio of 1,04,

Thc detail> 01'compilation of sevcral types of cross sections u,ed in the nuclear heating

calculatio~ are dcscribed elsewhcre7 The di.\tnb.ution of tritium production reaction

rates i,e" the tritium breedmg ratio by 'Li(n,(()~0.80 and the tritium

breeding ratio by 7LI(n,n'o:) t reaction i, 0 36 The neutl'Onflux at the first wall wa,

calculated a<;6 3x] 013n cnf' S.l for 14 MeV, 1,96x to"n cnf' S-Lfor E >0.1 MeV and

2.7x10L.1n cnf' ,.' for totaillel.ltron Difference of reaction rale, bctween the plasma

and coolant sides uf (he first 'Watlare about 10% for both (0,0:) and (n,p) reaction,!,

Since radiation damage can cause reduction in strength and ductility, appropriate

evaluation of the in'adia!ion behavior of the wall materia] i, of major importance in the

design ,tudy.

The illlcraction of radiation with crystalline solids has been studied exten,ively in the

last two decades, mainly as a result of the development of nuclear energy For non-

fissionable metals major attcntion must be paid to those types of radiation that are able

to displace atom, li'om their normal lattice position,. In thi, respect irradiation with

hLghenergetic particles sueh a, fa,t electron" ntutrons, protons, deuterons and iO~5are

to be conSidered More indirectly, thermal neulron irradiation and a-irradiation may

also ~ause atomic di,placements, Transmutation elements resulting from nuclear

reactions may in ,Ollle cases be important too" In recent years increasing attention ha,

2
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also been paId to the effcct of SpontimeOU<;recombination between vacancies and

interstitial, occurring even at very low temperature Theoretical and experimental work,

as well as computer work in thIs field, have contributcd to a better understanding of the

damage production mcchanisms10.16.

The accurate knowledge of neutron interactlon cross section around 13-15 MeY

cnergie; are of significant interest for fusion facilities In D-T fusion almost 80% of the

total energy is carried ofl'by 14MeV neutron 17,In fusion reactor, the 14MeV neutrons

produced in the plasma are slowed down in the first wall and in the blanket. A typical

spectrum of the neutrons entering the blanket extends down to keY energies, with the

bulk of the ncutrons centered in the MeV region and a strong component of 14 MeV

neuLrons. I'or neutronic calculations therefore all neutron cross sections of the fusion

reactor materials have to be known from keV energies to about 15 MeY, with an

emphasis on partial reactions such a~ (n,p), (n,np), (n,a), (n,na), (n,2n) etc, and on

energy and angular distribution of secondary particles (~eutrons and charged particle,)

emitted in these reactions

The (n,xn), (x ~2) and (n,1) reactions ca~ be used to enhance the neutron flux through

neutron multlplication In normal D-T lusion reactors, materials with high (n,2n) eross

sections are used as main or additional materials In the first walL They can lead to a

slgni1icant multiphcalion of the neutron.1 impinging on the blanket These neutrons

enhance tritium breeding Bccause of the Coulomb barrier, the emissio~ of neutrons is

more likely than that of charged particle.1 Neutro~s captured in (n,p), (n,a), as well as

(n,,), (n,d), (n,!) and (n,'He) rca~1ionswith lower cro~>sections are not available for

triLiumbreeding, Major parasitic neutron absorbers are the structural materials used in

the,lirst wall ami in the hlanket through (n,p) and (n,a) reactions.

14MeV ncutrons have a rather sl1lgularthrecfold imporlance:

(l) They represent abollt the upper energy limit of neutrons occurring

in nuclear fission reactors
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(2) The I)-T reaction in which 14 MeV neutrons are generated represents the

basis lor all contemporary fU,lOn reactor design, based on magnetic plasma

continemenl.

(3) The 0-1' rcaction used ill neutron generators allows the measurcment, of 14

IVlcVneutl"O~cros, ~ection\.

Nowadays, neutron production from plasma is a realily, which make, the nuclear data

,pecwlly useful in moniloring plasma temperature and assessing 0-1' fuel "burn" rates

Juring the contall1ment intervals for blankel design purpose, tritium breeding cross

,ections and neutron multiplier cross seclions for cnergie, of about 14 MeV and below

are important Radiation damage by energetic neutrons and long-lived activation of

jiLlion reactor structure are also impol'lant. The,c are the affects which will influcnce

thc longevity and service of rcaetor tileihtiel.

Since 14 MeV neutron, dominate the neutron field arounJ 0-1' plasma. the accuracy of

the cross scction Jata at 14 MeV ncutrons are imporlant for the prediction of reactor

parameters such as tritium breeding, nuclear healing, radiation damage, radioactive

\vaste e.ltimation, calculation of the activation in materials to be used in fusion reactors

and so on Hence nuclear data have a vltal role to play in nuclear science and

technology To date there has been enormous advancement in the field of nuclear data

measurement, evalualion and nuclear reaction theory as well as applications. The want

of nuclear dala, particularly nuclear cross scctions have been increased during the last

three decades. Measurements, calculation and cvaluation of these cross sections have

been exlensively undertaken during these days, Herein are described some

rUl\darncntals pertaining to the presenl investigation.

1.1 Neutroll SOlll'ces

Recently, much progress has b~en madc in the produclion of intense neulron sources,

Tile availability of neutron sources with well defined characteristics is essential for a

detcllkd Itud}' of neutron induced rcactions, The ncutron sources are categorized as

,
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monoenergetic and continuous (whIte neutron sources) sources. There are three

prin~lpaJ methods for producing neutrons These are

I) interaction of alpha or gamma radiation from radioactive ,ubstances with

hgh! elements like Be

2) reaction of accelerated charged particles from accelerators with light nuclei

3) fission reactor

The lirst and (hird methods prodllce neutrons of continllOllS energy. The producllull of

monoenergetIc neutrons is achIeved by second method

Different types of neutron generator producing mono-energetic neutrons through D-D

and D-T reaction, are used in many laboratories arOLind the world with a view to

facilitating re,earch on nuclear reactor technology. A SAlVlDES J-25 AID ( France)

Neutron Generator was installed at the Institute of Nuclear Science &

Technology(lNST), Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE), Sayar, under the

coordinated research program with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) for

the measurements of nuclear data In J-25 neutron generator, 14 MeV mono-energetic

neulrons are produced via -lH(d,n)'He reaction The large positive Q-value'" (176

MeV) and low atomic number makes it possible to produce 14 MeV neutrons even at

low deuteron mCldent energ'e8, e,g, Ed ~ 100-200 kev' This mten,e neutrun ,ource 1"

therefore, used for the mvestigatlUn of the interaction of fast neutrons with structural

materials of nuclear reactors which arc important for design, development, safe

uperatlOn of l\;sion and fusion nuclear reactors In activatIOn measurements,

monoenergetic neutron sources arc needed since the determination of cross section is

energy depcndcnt. 1hercfore in this work. only neutrons produced from the reactions of

aeceleraled charged pal1ieles are discussed furlher in the latter section

1.1 Status of Neutron Cross Section Data for Mo, Co, Zr and Ge

A detailed survey of literature show, that the ample cross section data of the (n,2n),

(n,p) and (n,a) reactions on the isotopes of molyhdenum, cobalt, zirconium and

germanium in the energy range of 13-15 MeV are not that available, S, M. Qaim et

5
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aLl6 measured the excitation functions I!)r (n,p) reaction on 7fJGe, 7-'Ge and 7-1Ge

isotopes in the neutron energy range of6.2 to 12.4 MeV. R, D. Miah") measured the

cross sections of (n,2n) reactions on 91.1'0, 90Zr, 70cre and 76cre isotopes and (n,p)

rcaction on 92Mo, 9'Mo Isotopes and (n,a) reaction on "Ge isotopes in the energy range

of 13 64 -14.71 MeV R U Miah al,o performed the theoretical calculation of cross

sections of 7('Ge(n,2n)71m+gGcrcactions using statistical code EXIFONlo Wenrong el

al 21reported both the measured and evaluated cross section data for (n,2n) reactIOn on

')('Zr isotopes in the energy range of 13 to 15 MeV. Recently, Cullen et aL", Bychkov et

al.l', Ikeda et al14 llIld G Erdtman2' reported neutron activation cross section on the

selected reaction, In most cases, i( has been shown a significant deviatIOn in cross

section data measured! evaluated by diffcrcnt authors for the same reaction, S, M.

Qaim'" reported the cross section of 98Mo(n,p)98Nb at 14,7:l:0J MeV (0 be 2,6.:1::0,7mb

whereas C V S. Rao et al.l7 reported this cross section to be 10.0.:1::12mb Both of

them used acti"ation technique Similarly In the measurement of cross section of

9GZr(n,2n)89Zrreaction, a cross ,ection valuc of 517.:1::47mb was reported in CINDl&

whereas Y Fujinol9 reported the vaille to be 805.:1::58mh. The main sources of the

discrepancy in the experimental data arise from the difference of the experimental

conditions, neutron source charactenzatlOn, radiation measuring technique, neutron

monitoring method, btandard cross section data and nuclear data ( gamma-ray, half life,

natural abundance) used to deduce the tinal data. Although extensive data tor (n,2n),

(n,p) and (n,O:) reactions on varIOus nuclides at 13-15 MeV neutron energy arc found in

the literature, many of them appear to contain relatively large systematic errors and

need; further evaluation.

1.2 Aim and S~ope

Extensive mea>urements of fa~t neutron induced reactions cross seClion.~on structural

materials of fission and fusion reactors ha"e been carried out during the last years at

several laboratories over the neutron energy range from threshold up-to 15,0 MeV

Thcrc is high demand of precision cross section data for engineering requirements as

well as for validation support of nuclear model calculations

6
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The prediction of atomic displacement rate, and helium production rates requires

knowledge of the cross section, of the nuclear reactions on the isotopes of structural

matcrial, In add,tioLlnuclcar power cngineering needs, bascd on fission reactors, many

other regions of science und lechnology have very lurge needs in nuclear cr05Ssection

dam,

Scnllconduc\or electronic components are somctimes needed to be used In Intense fast

neutron fields for nuclear measurements. There arc many semiconductors available, but

\'ery few of them have practical application in electronics. Germanium is the most

t,'cquently u5ed ,emieonduetor material. It is because the energy required to break their

covalent bond ( i.e, cnergy required to release an electron fmm their valence bonds is

very small: being 0,7 eV) Germanium ha; become the model subtance among the

semiconductors because it can be purified relatively well and crystallized casily.

Therefore, the invcstigation of fast ncutron interactions with atomIc nuclei of this semi-

conductor materia! would yield imponan\ information to the study of nuclear 5tmcture

alld reaction mechanism and provide a good way of testing the application of nuclear

models From the view point of s~mi-conductor technology, neutron activation cross

section data around 14MeV have also become important specially for calculations on

nuclear tnlllsmutation rate, induced activity, radmtion damage and so on. Such data are

abo needed for t\!rLherimprovement of ,emi-conductor technology. The cro,s sections

of the neutron induced reactions for G,; isotopes arc of ~ome imerest, both from the

fundamental point of view and for estimating radiation damage in semi-conductor

materials

Ncw regions of nuclear data application8 appeared for example ,uch as nuclear safety,

altcrnative reactors, spac~ reactors, indllstnal applications, decommissioning of long

time operated fission reactors, high energy neutron dosimetry whieh widcn the needs

1'01'nuclear data both in energy range and number of reactions. To meet these needs the

experimcntal and theoretical investigations are made of radiation interactions with

nuclei in many countries and dunng long period of time,
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The results of IIltensive activity of nuclear scientists allowed to meet many

requirements, but nevertheless the present and future requirements put new tasks both

in inereaslIlg nuclear cross sectioo data amount and improving reliability and accuracy

of evaluated data. It can be mentioncd that the uncertulnties in nuclear data lead to

unecrtaiotie, in the predictlon of reactor parameters. Large uncertainties in turn lead to

the large and expen,ive margins in design,

In view ofthe,e consideration, we intend to carry out a plcce of research work on the

measureillents of excitation liulction.\ of the reactions "'Mo(n,p)n"'Nb,

'J4,,1o(o,2o)""'Mo, ""Mo(n,prNb J'JCo(n,a)"'Mn, 9Q7r(o.2nrZl', 7"Ge(n,2n)69Ge.

"Ge(n,o:)""'Zn and 76Ge(n,ln)75",+gGein the eoergy range of 13 90 to 14.80 MeV in the

lame expcrimental eonliguration, The cro,s .\ections of th" reaClion in this cnergy

region wel'e alsu determined theoretically bv using statistical code SINCROS_llJ<! to

validate the experimental data,

AClivation cros, section data in the oeutron energy range 13 - 15 MeV, as mentioned

carl icr, are needed prlmaril y for the engi neering design 0 r fu,ion reactors, e,pecially for

the calculalions of lritium breeding. radiation damuge, radiation shielding, induced

activity, ouclear heating ~lld ,0 on. But there are other impol1anl ~pplic~t,ons of 14

MeV cross scction dala Thcse ~re Lnvestigation of oudear theorics and ouclear

struclures, te5ting of nuclear models, neutroo dosimetry. isotope production, minerai

exploration, fast neutron activation ~llaly\i5 and so on,

Zirconium, molybdenum and cob~lt are the most lmportant constitucnts of the fusion

,trllcttual maten"I"I," Germilnium i, the important semiconducting material. A

critical ,urvey of the aVailable liter~ture re\'eals that some information of the cross

section, of the selected rcactlons have been existed, However, for more information and

beller undcrstanding on the field extensive research work are still inevitable, The

p,esent measurenlent aims at adding somc ncwer dala points to the existing literature
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(n,xnl
(n,xp)
(n,xu)

Ellal\ket

I"g, I I Scheme ofa possible tokamak-type fusion reaClor Major reactions occurnng

111the lim \\al\ and blanket are 8hown

I
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fig, 1,2.Complete design ofa pos,ible r""ion reactor.
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GI<:NI<:RALEXPERIMENTAL

2.1 General Consideration or Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)

The method of activatiol1 analysis depends upon the formation of radio l1uehdes from

elemellts in the sample whel1 they arc subjected to bombardment with energetic

panicles, such as neutrons, photons,, deuterons, a panicles etc, Thus the process in

which the sampk i,',ubjected to nuclea, hombardmem and then analyzed for its radio

active contents, is knuwn as adivation analysis, Thermal neutrons are paiticularly

suitable, because many elements have high thermal neutron absorption cross sections,

but 14 MeV n~utrons have grown in importance, because the case with which they can

be produced by low vol\age acceleraturs and their elTectiveness in the detection of trace

elements such as N, 0, 5i, P, Ti and Pb, which are difficult 01'imp'ossible to detect with

thermal neutron; Neutrons with selected energies between thermal and 14 MeV are

also belpful for emphasizing some elements in the presence of others which perhaps are

pr~>~nt in greater concentration". Based on highly characteristic and well defined

~uclear properties of the clements, this technique i; close to an ideal non-destructive

analytical method, capable of handling samples in liquid, solid or powder rorm.

N"'lltron activation is a nuclear reaction ph~nomen01\, When a neutron interacts with a

taoget nucleus, a compuund nucleus i, formed Dc-excitation of the compound nucleus

can occur in dlfferent ways Lhat are independent of the way the compound nucleus is

formed, Each ofth~se processes (shown bclow) ha, a certai~ probability, depending on

the nllcle~r crus, ,eclion of each mode, which is related to the excitatioll energy of the

cumpound nuclells'".

~

Elastic scattering
Non-clastic scatteri ~g

X + n 1X+n]' Emi ,SiOlior particles, (n,a), (n, p), (n,2n) etc,
RadiQactive capture (n,y)
l'lssion (n,l)

In clastic scattenng the resulting nllcleus is ldentical with the target, whereas in non-

elas[ic scattering a radjoaclive isomer may be formed, In the emission of particles thc

"
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resulting nuclide IS usually radIOactive and differs from the target nuclide in atom or

mass number or both, The most favorable and Important nuclear reaction in NAA is

radioactIve capture (n,y), 10 "hich the excited nucleus passes to a lower energy state by

the emission or one or more y-rays. The re;mlting nuclide is usually radioactive In

fission the excited nucleus splits into two nuclei accompanied by the emission of the

neutrons and y-rays. The fission process is limited to only a few elements with high

atomic numbers (Z > 90). thus its significance in NAA is very limited,

A radioactive nuclide has a characteristic half-life (tIl,), mode of decay and energy of

emitted radiation during the decay process. Depending on the energy considerations (Q

value), a radionuclide can decay to a daughter produ~t (usually st~ble) by vanous ways,

as shown below.

[ RadlOnuclide]*

Beta or beta and gamma ray
Positron or positron and gamma ray
Electron capture
Gamma ray (i,omeric tran,ition)
Internal conversion
Alpha panicle

In neutron activallon analy>is, neutrons are used lo activate target nucleus 'I he neutron

may be regarded a<;to be captured by atomic nucleu, to give a large nucleus with the

same positive charge, whieh is. therefore, an isotope of the element Nuclei, whieh have

been excited or activated by neutrou capture, give characteristic gamma rays by which

It I; possible to identify the nuclei The half life period, of various i;otupes fonned in

this manner from various element, will be widely different ami this constant (i e" half

lire period) may be used in the identificatIOn of active I>otopes along with other

pertinent information in many instances In activation analysis, activation and

spectrometry lake place separately

~lost oUhe radio.nuclides that undergo decay by alpha, beta 01' positron emission and

by electron caplnl'e also emit gamma rays as a result of readjustment of energy eontent

10 the radio-nnclide, during their transition from excited slates to more stable ,tates

Gamm~-ray measnrements have, in general, much ""ider applications in NAA because

gamma-r~ys emitted fi'om the mo,t radio-nuclide, have a wider range of energies (10-

• .-.
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1000 keY) and have large penetrating range, There ale subjcct to mi~imal loss by

absorption I~ 11sample matrix during thelT mea,uremcnt,. This property coupled with

the deyclopm~nts in high resolulJol1 and high ellieieney semiconductors, For e~ample

High Purity G~rmanium (HPGe) dcteetors and availability of high neutron flux reactors,

neutrun generator, ctc" make NAA gamma spectrometry a powerful tcchnique in

measuring activation em." scction and multi-elemental detcrmination,

2.2 Instfu l11entsand Techniques for Production of Neutrons

2.2.1 Pfodurtion of Fast Neu tron by J-25 N"eutron Generator

The IWO nuclear reactions uscd for the production of fast neutrons by low-voltage

accelerators can be expressed as follows:

']-1 + 'H ---> ['He]' -~ -'He + In + 3.266 MeV

'1-1+ 'H -+l'He]* -+ "Hc.t In + 17 586 IYleV

At acceleration voltages used in ncutron gen~rator of about 150 to 200 keV, the cross

section for the D-D reaction I; abuut 3xlO-u, cm2/atom, \Vhereas, for thin targets, the

D.T cross b~ction at about 150 keY incidcnt deuteron energy is about 4.55xlO-"

cm2/<itom and the ma",imum value 5 barn, are shown at 110 keY incidem deuteron

bombarding energy". From ero~s section considerat1ons, it would be expected that at

150 keY incident deuteron energy, the output from the D-T reaction would be about

300 tlmes greater than thm from tbe D-D reaction, Therefore, the contribution of the D-

O background neutron, to those emlttcd in the D- r reaction can be neglccted

Experimcntally, it has been observed thilt (his improvement i~ indeed approximated for

thick target neutron production, The prolific yield from the D-T reaction makes it

particularl:\, useful for analytical applications requiring a h1gh degree of sensitivity;

however. thc D.D reaclion IS sometimes preferred ill special cases because of

minimizmion of the number of interferences. Neutron sources baser;!on lhe light particle

reactions have played an important role in experimental fast neutron researchJ".J'.

Henceforth 14 MeY neutrons from neutron generator were used in the present

investlgmion althougl, "mious kim!> of neutlon sources with differcnt energy ranges

IJ
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a'nd intensitlcs are available" t!sin:; low-cnergy il~c~kmLors, monocncrgetic neutrons

are g~nerally produced by th~" big-4" reactions shown In Table 2.3.

Table 2 I Data of the "blg-4" neulron ~;ourecrcactions,

i{eaction Q-valuc Breakup [Ircakup Monoenergetic

(MeV) reaction Lhreshold neutron energy

(MeV) range (MeV)

"H(d,n)"He +17,590 T(d,np)T 3.71 1175-20,5

T(d,2n)'He

lH(d,II)\He +3.270 D(d,np)D 4.45 1.65-775

'H(p,n)'He -0,763 T(p.np)D 8.35 03-76

7Li(p,n)'Be -1.644 7Li(PJ1)70C' 2.37 o 12-0.6

The production of neutrons by bombarding suitable targets with the isotopes of

hydrogen is particularly attrae!lve since (he net cnergy gain by (he reaction system is

quite large, For instance, a proton entering a nuclells adds about 8 MeV of energy (0 the

svstem. In the case of an a-particle, thc nct gai~ is not quite as much since (he

difference betwccn appro).imately 2~ McV of binding energy required to break up an

a-particle into two neutrons and two proton" and the J2 MeV g,lined by the reaction

system from the addition of four ~xtra nucleons, ISonly 4 MeV. When compared with

Lhe entry of a deuteron, however, even the cnergies brought in by protons and a-

panicles arc considered small Thc deuteron requircs only 2 MeV to split into a neutron

and a proton but adds 16 MeV into the reaction system, a ~et gain of 14 MeV.

III the prcsent e~pel imcnt, readion (2) was used to produce mo~oenergetie fast neutron.

To take place this reaelion (2), the J-2<; neutron generator was so designed that

deutc~u1l1 moleculcs are ionized ill the 1011~ouree bottlc, decelerated in an eleetnlstalie

lield of 110 keY at a beam current of 200 IIA and focuscd on a tritium target. The

dcuteron interacts with tritium III the target to form a compound nucleus ['He]* at a

highly excited state ,""hi~h Inter brcnb (\0,",'1\into a "He nucleus and a neutron with the

release of 17 6 MeY cnergy
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The reaction T(d.n)"He has a positi~;Q-value of 17 6 MeV. Q-value means the energy

released or absorbed in a reaction An amount of energy equal to the Q-value of the

reaction plus kinetic energy of the incident particle (IH2) is shared by the outgoing

particle (In) and residual nucleus C'He). The fraction of the energy which each of them

reccives can be determined by applying the principle of conservation of energy and

momentum, However, the lighter particle always takes the greater portion of the

available energy, A neutron emitted in the forward direction carries away about 141

MeV of the energy. The remaming 3 5 MeV appears as tim kinetic energy of the alpha-

panicle, The alpha particles are absorbed in the target holder but the nelltrons bemg

very penetrallng, escape mto the room For 110 keV deuteron, the D-'] source

properties were studied earlierl') at the J-25 neutron generator facility, INST, AERE,

Savar. Dhaka The energy of the neutrons in the center of mass system is 14 1 MeV In

the laboratory system the neutron energy "aries Ii'om 14.71 MeV at 0" to 1.,,55 MeV at

180"

2.2.2 Organi~.ation of Neutron Generator

Neutron generators are .small accelerators consisting of vacuum, magnetic, electrical

and mechamcal components, radiation SOllrces, cooling circuits and pneumatic tran;fer

systems. There are variou; types of ion sources, beam accelerating and transport

8y,tems, targets, high voltage and other power supplie" neutron and tritium monitors

and ,hielding ~rrangements The general characteristics of the neutron generator is

given in Table 2 2_and a partial view of the }-25 Neutron Generator i, shown in figure

2 2.

Tahle 2.2 General characteristics of J -25 neutron generator

Model

Maximum high voltage

Maximum current

Power con,umption

Neutron prodllction

NeLltron energy

Maximum neutron YIeld

J-25

l50kV

25mA

5kVA

D-T Reaction

13-15 MeV
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The major components ol'the neutron generator are briel1y described below

2.2.2.1 Positive lun Source

CHAPTER 2

"I he rmilo frequency (RF) type ion source is used to produce deuteron ion, The

deuleri"m gas is fed at a controlled rate into the glass envelope via a gas leak. Ifan RF

voltage is applied across the e:\Cltcr rings. an electrical r,eld is generated between thc

t",o ring electrodes located outside and in contacl with the glass envelope. Sincc glass is

an insulator. thc electric field lin~s traverse the glass and pass into the gas The power

supplied to the RF OlciliatOi is adeqll~te to cr~a!~ and mnintnin inlense ionization of the

gal. This gas dl,charge glows willl a bright pink color The plasma color (a bright pink)

is also one ofth~ principal guides to the performance of tile source, If a DC pOlential is

now apph~d across the bottle, ions can be directed toward the exit canal of lbe boltlc. A

gap or electrostatic focusing lens i~ ulcd to prcvent the divergence in exit canal and

directs thc ions Into the accelerating .Icction oftbe gencr~tor The ions enter the field of

(he acceleration tube ",here (hey are accelerated through a potential of 1]0 kV,

2.2.2.2 Vacuum System

Thc mm of all vaC"llm systems for ~ neutron generalor. as fOi a charged panicle

accelerator. is that the accelerated deuteron Ions should rench lhe lritium target without

collision with g~s molecule" To do this, it is nccessary to keep the pressure in the

accelerating tube ,0 10," (hat the mcan free path of air molecules should exceed the

lellglh of the accelcrating tube, The ,aClium systcm of the neutron generator consists of

a dipstick pump of EDWARDS bigh vacuum, E'.ngland,The pressurcs of different mean

fr~e path are shown ill Table 2.2

2.2.2.3 Accelerntioll Tube

'I he inten,e ion pla!;ma produced inside the ion sourcc is directed through the exit canal

and into the focusing and accelcrating ,ections of the neutron generator. Generally,

these functions take place In a single lobe composcd of 10 electrode, and a hollow

n
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cylindrical insulators of ceramic. The insulalors and the met<ll electrodes are bonded

together with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) gluc to form vacuum tighl Uoints) It has

pcrillincd the dual aClion of focusing and acceleratLOn An equal division of the high

\'ohage (110 kV) is performed lor the whole length of the tube, As a result the beam

rtceivcs a kick of II kV in pas,ing c~ch electrode, The focu,ing clectrodes carry II

negative DC potential v.,ith respect to the terminal high voltage (110 kV) applied to thc

flr;t ~ceelerating ,tage By utilizing a ,y,tem of rcsi,tors a potential difference is

maintained between each accelerating ,tagc. This division of high voltage ean be evenly

distributed between the Indlviduul Slage"o that thc ion been receives a boost in encrgy

equivalent to the potential drop al eaeh stage, At the end of the accelerating tube the

ions have acquired an energy equivalent to the IOlal potential drop between the high-

\fohage terminal and ground, The positive ion beam reaches the target with an cnergy

equal to thClr charge nlilitiplicd by the potential difference through 'Which they have

l~ll1enand thus a continuous deutcron beam 01'110 kV energy is obtain~d

Table 2,3 Mcan free path vs, pres,ure'9

Pres,ure (mbar)

atmospheriC

I

10-J

10'"

10'"

2.2.2.4 Quadru)lOle Lcn~

Mean free path (cm)

6x I0'"

5xlO-'

5xlOo

5>:101

5l-.10"

Electrostatic (or mllgnelic) quadrupole lell'.e, are commonly used a, po,t-acceleration

ion beam Ien\es at almo,t Hil accelerators. EleClrostatic quadrupole lenses are more

,imple, but they need power and high voltage feed through !nto lhe vacuum sy,tem.

l'ul1hermore a high vaCllum is rcquired in the system to avoid corona di,charges.

Quadrupole lens conSISts or four hyperbolically shaped pole faces or electrodes. The

quadrupole lens focu,es in one plane and derocliscs in the perpendicular plane, Thus

leveral such I~nses must normal I},bc combined to make a useful len~ system U,ually
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quadillpole. doublets and IripleL\ are in use at neutron g~n~rators. The biased

quadrupole lens is powered asymmetrically. ,0 thallhe parlicle beams are focussed and

steered The biased quadrupole lens requires ;plit power supplies

2.2.2.5 High \'ollage Generator

High voltage generator, are used in neutron generators for excitalion, focusing

acceleration, etc, of the deuteron ions It has the following main components

Rotor

Ionize elecLrodes

Induclors,

The rotor, which is a tubc-like cylinder, made of insulating material. The rotor is driven

by an electric motor and charge, are deposited on the ~llrfaee of the rotor. The rotating

cyl iLlderis the only moving part l)f this clcctrostatlc genel'<,tor.

The loniz.e eleell'<~des_wlueh are very lhin metallic needles ( blades) placed in close

proximity to the rotating cylinder, Thc charging needle.l spray the electric charges by

corona discharge onto the ,urrilce ol'the rotor while the discharging eleclrodes (needles)

collect the charge, by dl'a\ving them offlhe ,urface of the rotor.

Th~ segment, or inductors, \\,hieh induce a strong el~ctric field on the sharp edge of the

IOtllZeI'S,The ,ndlLClor electrodes are plaeed bchind il slightly conductive special glass

cvlinder The excitation inductors lay the ~lecl1'ic charges onto the sllrf;tCe of the rotor

whilst the extracting inductor withdraws (hem The charge colleCling (ionizer) electrode

and the inductor pair on the opposite .,ide are called a pole of the machine. The inductor

and the conductive gla,; cylinder ale together called lhe stalor, The stator, the rotor and

the ionize electrodes ilre closed hcrmctically In il lank under pressure of compressed

hydrogen.

2.2.2.6 Tritium Targets

Tritiulll solid target is especially made on copper backing TrlllUlll is a radioactive

nuclide which decays by emission of )3- with a hall' life of 12.3 years, Some

specification> uftritiutn target 40are gi\'en below.

>
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_\ctivity of Iresh target

Grus, diameter or the targe!

Active diameter of LhelargeL

Thickness Oflhc copper backing

: 370 GBq :1:10%

: 45 nun

: 30 111m

I mm

CHAPTER 2

During irradialion the trilium larget is cooled by a jel of cooled compressed air to

reduce tntium eV<lporaLltlTI(rOIll Lhe liN larget Collimator diameLer used was 10 mm

FOf tile present experiment thc t, itiu111ta, gcls wcrc impol1ed from Radioi sotopc Ccnlcr,

POLATOM, Poland,

liV terminal Acceleration
lo~ .Iource =. Targel
Ga, supply Ion bcal11 Ream handling

Powcr supplics
, iI...• ------- -,

i
HV gcncrator • Cootrol
105ul. Trans, console,

,,
,,
, Vacuum ~nd, ..--

cooling system,
--- ------"-_.- .......-

Fig,2,J_ I:Jlock.diagram ofncutron gcnerator.

2.2.2.7 Neutron Monitor

The inhcrcntly low detecLion efiiciency 1'01fasl neulrons of a~y slow neutron detector

eM be somewhat improved by ,LLl'rnunding thc dctcclor with a few centimeters or

hydrogen- containing modelilting material The incidcnt fast neutron can Ihen lose a

fraction of its initial kinetic energy ill the modcrator bcfore reaching the detector as a

lower- energy Ilcutron> for which the detector efficiency is gcncrally higher41, A BF,

'0
,.
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l\lllg COlLnterwas used inside the neutron generator room lor the detection of neutrons,

Paraffin was u,~d a~ the moderating material A, long Coullt~r detecL\ the neutrons by

[lie

n+IOB~7Li+a.

Icactioll (atkr thermalization), the pulses from the gamma rays associated with the

nelltro~ iield can be well separated For monitoring the neutron flux, a multichannel

analyzer was uwd in the 1n1litisca1crInod~,

21
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CHAPTER 3

GAM:\lA RAY SPECTROI\1F.TRY SYSTEM

'I he gamma-ray spectrometry ~ystem is one of the important parts in the field of

lIlstructional arrangement lor measuring the reaction cross sections. It is thus essential

lur the experimcnter to know about the differenL components of gamma-ray

>pecLt'ometry system to assure proper function of Lhe measuring system and as~e~~

possible sources of error in the measurement.

3.1 IJltcraction of Gamma rays witli Matter

The interaction process of gamma rays with matter is complex, The y photons may pass

through an indefiniLe distance through mallei without interacting i.e" without losing any

energy. On thc other hand. suddenly in a single encounter with atOmic electron or in the

nuclear l,eld, it may 105e all ils energy by being captured or lose a fraction of ilS energy

and gel scattered as a photon of longer wave-lenglh. In view of thlS unpredictable

eharactcristic belwvior, photons do not have a spcciflc range in malleI' as the charged

particles. In order to understand the detectors uscd for gamma-ray detection and to be

able to select one for a particular mea~uremenl, it is necessary to review the ways in

which gamma rays interact with matter, Although a large number of possible inleraction

modes are known for gamma rays with matter, only three major types play important

roles m the radiation measurements arc as follows,

1, Pholoclectrlc ell'ect

2 Compton scaltering and

3, Pair production.

3.1.1 Photoelectric Err~rt

In photoc1ectric effeel, lhc gamma ray interacts with an orbital c1ectron, transferring all

its energy to lhe c1ectron and disappearing in the process as shown in FiS'Ure 3,1, The

eleelron is ejected from the atom with a kinetic energy E" given by
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where E, i" lhe incoming y"ray energy and Ell1: is the binding energy of lhe ejected

electron, Such a phOloelectron will interact \vith other atoms in its path, leading to

tlll'ther 1OlH7ation,

y
( Low energy)

Fig. 3.1 Photoelectric effect

•
Photoelectron

The photoelectric effe~t IS mOIl likely to happen when the Y-fay energy malches the

eI~ctron binding energy. since, in the photoelectric effect, the electron must absorb all

the y-rayenergy, hlrthermore. the most tightly bound electrons will be most likely to

ab,orb the y-ray energy: that is, the photoclectric-eflect probability will be greatest for

K-shell electrons )\'0 single all<lly1ic expre~siotl is valid for the probability of

photoelectric absorption per atom over all rangcs of Z, but a rough approximationJ~ is

Z"
1 '" constant x --.---------

Em,
whcre Z is the atomic number of the stopping material and E-, is the y-my energy Tim

exponent n varie; between 4 and 5 over the gamma-ray cnergy region of interest Thus

the phOloelectric effed is mo,t important at low y-ray cnergics (0$ E)'$O.5 McV) and is

relatively more imp0l1ant ill heavy elements '[ he photoelectric effect is accompanied

hy X-ray emi;sion and/or Auger eleclron emission. The;e radiations are associated

witb necessary rearrangements 1Ilthe atomic electrons due to ej ection of one electroll,

23
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3.1.2 Compton Scattering

SYS'J'liM CHAPTER.1

Gamma rays of medium energy (0 5 to 1:; MeV) may undergo elastic collisions with

loosely bound orbital electron, as shown l~ Figure 3.2. In such cases, o~ly a portion of

the "{-rayenergy is transferred 10 the e1cctron, which is ejected,

y
( Medium energy)

Fig.3.2 Compton effeCl

r
Reduced energye

Recoil electron

The "{-ray photon it,elfis dcf1ected in a new direction,wLtli a rcduccd energy, These

re~uiI electron; may cany away from such an encounter aTlyamount of energy up to a

defined maximum. The energy of e1cetron i;given hy

E,= hv[{(hv/moc')(l - cos8li/( 1'1 (hv/moc1)(1 - co,O)}]

where hv '" incident photon energy

rna'" rest mass of eleclron

c = speed ol'light i~vacuum

e = angle ufscatlering for gamma photon

The maximum encrgy transfer to the e1ectroll occur, whcn the photon undergoes 1800

back scatlering, and then the ekctron e~ergy E, """ is givcn by

24
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= --------~--------------

I + 0.51112 E,

where E.,';~ the incidetl! y-ray energy in MeV. Thus Compton recoil electrons appear

with a wide energy spread, although they are derived from a monoenergetic beam of

ineidcnt y-rad;atLon Considerable ioni;>;atlOn can naturally be realized as these

electrons dissipate their energy on interaction with matter. Moreover, the attenuated y-

ray may undergo several more such collisions before losing all its energy, The

Compton effect is a favored mode of mter~ction for y~rays of medium energy

interacting with absorbers of medium-to-low atomic number As in the photoelectric

effc:ct, if an inner orbital electron is e.lected, X-ray and '\uger electron emission wiJl

rcsult. The plObability of (omplon scattering per atom of the absorber depcnds on the

number of electrons available as scattc:ring targets and therefore mcrea~es linearly with

l This probability falls off gradually with increaSing energy,

3.1.3 Pai•.Production

The third mechanism by which electromagnetic radiation can be absorbed is the

production of electron-positron pair. The phenomenon of photon absorption leading

r
IE> 1.02 MeV)

r
~ig 33 Pair production

25
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to the creation of an electron-positron pair becomes important with photons of energies

greater tban 10 !\leV In pilir p"lduction. the incident photon vani~hes and a positron-

clectron pilir is created in its place Being an antiparticle. the positron has a short hfe

-]0-"5 and it annihilates in it> turn on meeting the lirst electron, aVailable all around

The e' - e" anmhllation is accompanied"' by the crealLon of a pail' of y photons each of

energy 0 5]2 MeV, proceeding in opposite directions as shown in Figure 3 3.,
'I he pair production probability is given by

l'or this to happen. the incident photon should have il minimum energy of lm,el- ( ~

1 02 MeV),

,
1

z
o
""u ,
w +moC
"w
w
x
" 0

y

photon
],02 MeV

posjtro~
051MeY

dectron
051 McV

Pooil i••.•,1,,1'00

Fig.3.4 Pair production - quantum mechanical interpretation
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It \\'as Ihund lhatlhc pos,ible value, 01'Lheenergy of ~ free e1eclron are either grcaler

thall + m,e' or smallcr than - lTI,C'and IhaLno possible energies for the eleclron exisl

between these two limits, Thi, SlaLeofaiTairs is shown in Figure 3.4, where the shaded

regions are those in which vailles of lhe energy exist4J Electrons in stales of positive

energ}' behave in the \I>ual manner of electrons th~l ~re ordinarily ob,ervcd, while

electrons in states of negaLive energy should b~ve properties which have no classical

analogy, In terms of Dirac's theory, the production of a positron 1; interpreted as

follows

A phOLonof energy greater than 2 m,c' can raise an electron fI'om a slate of negative

energy 10 a .,tate of po,itive energy. The disappearance 01' an electron from a negative

energy to a stale of positive energy, The disappearance uf an eleClron from a negative

energy stalC leaves a hole, which means the appearance of a positron, the appearance

01'an electron In a posilive energy state means the appearance of an ordinary electron.

Thus, a pair of particles is created,

Absorption Coeffici~nt

The probability of the inleraclion of Y"l'ays ",ith maller can be expressed as an

absorplion coellieient The resultant absorption codlicienl, fl is the wm of mainly

coefficients for photociectnc, Compton scattering and pair production process.

Where, ~I", = Ahsorption coeffLctent Corphotocicctric process,

Il" = Absorption coetlicient for Compton ,cattering and

flpp = Ab>orption coefficient for pair production

The variatIOn of absorption coetllcients by the different modes of Y Inleraction with

ge,manium 44.4) i, shown ill Figure 3 S.lt has been ,een that thc curve for Compton

effect coincidcs with the resultant o\'er Lhe ,egion from about 03 to 2 MeV, The

ab,orptioll of energy can be e"lll~,\ed pcr cm length 01"mallcr or per gram, alOm or
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electron per CI1l2In the pillh of the beam '[ he absorption coefficient depend, on the

energy of the incidem y-,-ays ~s well as on the nalure orthe absorbing materia!

10

0.01
0,01 0.1

GAMMA~RAY ENERGY O,IeV)
10

fig, 3,5, Pholon linear absorption coetflclCnts YSphoton energy for germanlum,

28
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3,2 Delel'liun and Measurement of Gamma rays

SVSTEM CHAP/Ell 3

.[ his sect Ion provide;' I"formation for the proper seled lUll of delectur, <mdelectronics

[or detection and onalysis of y-roY, Ihe choice of ~ particulill' detector type for an

application depends upon the gamma energy r~nge of interest ~nd the ~pplication's

r~",lution and efticiency requircments. Additional conSiderations

PO\\'tr

Signal
Preampli ICl'

HPGe
Detector

Bias
Supply

Ampli I

~

1\lultichannel
Analyzer

fig 36 A schematic "iew ofthc electronic equipmcnt assocl~ted with HPGe detector

include cOllnt rate p~r1urT\lancethe suitability of the detcclor for lInllng exp~rim~nts and

or course, priec. In the pre;ent work, the detector with semiconductor matenal Ge has

been selectcd. A scmlconductor material is one whose electrical propcrtics lie in

between thosc of insulotor and good condlLctor Semiconductor which havc almost

empty conduction band and almo"t [-died valence band with a narrow cncrgy gap ( of

the ordcr of I eV) s~pilrating the two Germanium is lhe most frequcntly used

sl'miclmduclor matcrlal It is becalLSt lh~ ~nergy required to release an electron from

lileir \,alence bands is very small"': being oro 74 cV In electronic; the term solid ,tate

is orten u,ed interchangeably wilh semiconductor, but in the detector field the lerm can

obviously bc applied to solid ,cinliliators Thercfore, senllcomluctor is the preferred

term 1,)[ those dctectors which are 1;1bricated rrom eithcr clcmel1l or compound ,ingle

c'y<;tal materials having i\ band gap in the range or approximately I to 5 eV,

29
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Cierm~nium i, the most widely used ,emiconducto[ '10 perform the detection and

counting of Y-I'ay, l-JPGc-detector as.\ociatcd with preampilt1er, amplifier, analog-to-

d'gltal con" eric!"(ADC) and mlth ichannel analyzer (Me A) hit, beeJi used

3.2,lltigh PUI'it}Germaniulll (1II'Gc) [)~leC{Or

The conventional coa~ial gellnamulll detector is often lefclrcd to as Pure Ge, HPGe,

IntrinsIc Ge or Hyperpure Ge. Regardless of the superlative u,ed, the detector is

ba;ically a cylinder of germanium with IHype contact on [he outer surface and a p-type

contact on thc surface or an il~ial well rhe germanium hi!o a neL impuri(y level of

nl'Ound 10'" atOllls/cm',

The nand p contacts or elcctrodes, are typically diffused lithium, The reliable

per[orrllanee of the deTeCtor depends 011 its depleLion depth which is inver,ely

proportional 10 the net electrical impurity conccntration in [he detector material and on

~pp1Led potential ditkrence, The prinCiple In brier i, that semiconductor material

contilln, implLt'ities which can be of (he donOl' or the aeCepLor type. A donor (n-type)

gives electrons to the cOlldu~tiOrlband, where as an acceptor (p"type) t~kes electrons

out or (lie valence band, thu> creaLing a hole by forming a l1-njunction By applying a

rcverse bia~ed voltage. i.e" a positive voltage to the TI-(ype material and a negative

I'oltage to the p-Iype material, electrons ale " pulled farther away" from the junClion

and thus a dcpletion region is formed that is sensitive to y-radia(ion The greatcr the

reverse bias the wideI' the depletion layer becomes The depletion layers stops growing

whcn its dirrelence ofpoten[ial equals the source voltage". Thus, when a y-ray interacts

wI(hin (he depletion region. it causes LOllLza[;Onand creates holes m the valence band

and eleCll'Ons in the ~ondllction bond -I"," The eleclron~ migrate to the positive voltage

011the n-,idc, while the holes migrate to the negative voltage on the p-side, thereby

creating an electrical output signal which IS directly propol1lollal LO(he amount of

incident .:'-ray energy absorbed in the depletion region, In a (je(li) detector only 2 ') eY

needcd to obtain the eqUivalent of one Ion palr A" a practical maHer Ge detectOl' must

be cooled in order to prevent redilTusion of the II and to reduce the thermal charge

carrier gcneration (noise)
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Fig. 3.7 Formation of depletion layer acro,; it p-n junction

to illl acceptable level, The mo,t common medium Cor detector cooling IS liquid

nitrogen In liquid Ilitrog~n (IN,) cooled dctectors, the delector dcmellt (and In ,orne

cases preamplifier components), ar~ huu,ed in a dean vacuum chamber whieh is

att~ched to or in,el1ed In i\ LN, Dewar The detector lS in thermal eont~ct wLth the

liquid nitrogen which cools it to around n"K or -196"c: At lhese tempernture" reverse

leakage currcnt> are in lhe range of IO-'!to I0.1' ampcl CS

HPGe detector providc gre~tly improved energy resolution over other types of

radiation detectors for many reasons Fundillllenially. the resolution advantage can be

atllibutcd to the ,mall amount of energy required to produce a charge carricr and the

conscqucnl large output signal relatLve to other dclector types for the sanle incident

photon energy, A cross-sectional view of a coaxial germanium detector is ;ho\VJI in

Figure 3,8 Some important dlnlemions or tile closed end vertical dipstick detector are

mentioned below,
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/ ........•

n- contact : p- contact

Fig,3,8 C . 1 d . 'Il 1 .,oaXla germanium elector cross ,ecllon" ,"llC hatched reglon indicates
activc volume for gamma my inleraction

3.2.2 High Voltnge I'ower SUllply

All e~lernal 11lgh vollage called "detector bia,'; is uscd for operation and optimum

pertofillance of radiation detectors. The high vollage module is a d,c, converter where

low voltage d,c output which is regulated. fillered and can be varied by the front panel

contro!>, The unit i, poweled trom il Slandard Nlidem [nslrumcl1t~lion Modules (N1M)

bill power supply.

The Canberra model 31Q5 is sULlablcfor use with high resolution detector ,ystems It is

" NIM 11lghvollage po\\'er supply, designed primarily for operation with semiconductor

detectOl's anti can accoml11odatcd aillypes ofdelCctors re~ulrin& up to 5 kV bias wilh a

current of 100ftA. rhe appli~d bia, vollage 10 the detector used ill our experiment wa,
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4,000 volts, The 3105 Canberra power supply can withstand any overload or direct

output IhOI1 circuit for an infinite period 01'time and provide normal output when the

ONl\-OFl' switch is reset Output voltage can be continuously adjusted over the full

range, 0 to 1:5,000 volts by means of/he turn control

3.2.3 l'reamplificl"

The pre"mplii",er associated with rarbatio" delectors performs four essential funelions:

i) Conver'lOn of charge to voltage pul~e

ii) Signal amplification

iii) Pulse shaping

IV}Impedance matching

Mo,t preamphfier~ in used today arc charge sensitive and provide an output pulse with

an amplitude proportional to lhe integrated charge output from the detector General

purpose preamplificrs have a RC feedback network which results in a quasi-step

function output,

The preamphfler is isolated from the high voltage by a capacitor. The rise time of the

preamplifier's output pulse is related to the colleetion time of the charge, while decay

time of the preamplilier's output plll~e is the RC time constant characteristic of the

p,-eamplJfier ilself Rise time, range from a few nanoseconds to a few microseconds,

whilc decay tlme$ are usually set at about 50 microseconds, The RC preamplifier gives

belter performance at high lOlal energy rates, It l>, therefore, used exclusively on larger

delectors which ha,e greater stoppiug power for high energy photons,

"10 maximum performance, the preamplifier should be localed at the detector to reduce

capacitance of the leads, which can degrade the rise timc as well as lower the effective

signal Size, Additionally, the preamplifier also serve~ to provide a match between the

impedance of the detector and the low impedance of coaxial cables to the amplifier,

which mav be located at great distances 110mthe preamplifier Canberra model-lOa I is

an advanced type of charge sen,ltive preamplifier WlllChhas been used in the present

work A tcw major characteri~ties oftl1e preamplifier are as follows:

-
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The pulse time is less th"n 40 n see

2. The pul,e decay" exponentially with a time constant 01'50 ~ sec

3. The source capacity is 0 pI'

4. The noi,e level is eguivalent to Ie,s than 600 eV

3.2.4 Amplifier

The major role oran amplifier is [0 convCl1thc preamplifier output ;ignal into a form

most suitable fur the measurement desired. Since the number of applications and signal

characterIStics are numerous, so arc there many technique, for trealing the signal to

optimize each application. The amplifier ,er"es [0 shape the pul,e a, well as further

amplify it. The purpose of this additional amplification and shaplllg is two fold. First,

further amplification improves the signal -to-cable noise ratio, Secondly, further

shaping ac!; 10 prevent pulse overlap by clipping pulses The spectroscopy amphfier

p'-ovlde~ a uni-polar Olllput and melude pole zero cancellation and rapid bilseline

restoration after the uccurrence of a pulse The important characleristics of [he amplifier

are [he linearity, the output pulse shape, the gain stability and the noise level. Canberra

model-lOll amplifier is used in this experiment. It offers the better resolution

perrormance features and flexibility than any other nuelear pulse amplii1er used

commercially.

3.2.5 Multichannel Pulse Height Annlyzer

The heHrt of the multichannel ilnal}'Ler is the analog-to-dlgital convertel' (ADC), which

converts the incoming analog amplifier ,ignal to a group of standard-shaped pulses 11'

the Incoming pulse is 4 volts, the ADC might produce 400 standard pulses; Of if the

incomlllg pulse Wa!; J volts> 300 pulses would be produced, In [his way, analog

information (the ,ignal height) is converted to digital information (the number of

pulses),

The most commonly used AI)C de,ign is [hat of Wilkinson, First, the input signal is

given flat-top, using a pulse-streldnng network. When the Input signal reaches its peak

amplitude. an o.lciliator is turned on, thereby producing a train of ,tandard pulses, and a
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lillearly rising voltage is al,o lUrned on When the voltage of the Input sig~al and the

li"cal'ly rising signal become equal, the oscillator is lurned olT. Consequently, the

bigger the inlt.,,1 signal voltage, the longer it will t~ke for the linearly [[sing voltage to

e'lLial the inpul signal amplilUde and the oscLilator wLiI produce more pulses The

pulses from the ADC are counted by the ~ddrcss scaler, and the resultant number is said

to be the address (channel number) of that signal At each memory location or channel,

a ~ounter records the number of occurrences of the incoming ~ignal.

For the p.esent experiment PC based Syslem 100 MCA boards and softwarc were used

for dat~ acquisition and display. -Ihe System 100 MCA has a full 16K channels of data

Illemory, which ean be configured ~s 41< (4096 channels), 8K (8192 channels), or the

entire 16K (16384 channds). Some fCotures aI'S 100 MCA are

• Verti~al axis in linear or log scale

• Built-in ene'gy calibration n.lnction

• Buill-in peak analy"s funclion

• Built-in live t1nlCcorrection funclion

• Rcad out of dead lime in p~rcenlage

3.3. F;ncrg}' Calibration of the MCA

'lhe S 100 MCA has a built-in energy calibrillioJl IiJTIction which calibr~tes each

channel in the displayed ,peClru1ll for a spcclfic energy unit. 11allows unknown peaks

10 bc identified by lheir locations in the c~libraled ,pectTum.

Lea,! sqlLare melhod IS appild for i1rsl or second order fLttLllgbut rtr,t order (straight

line) fitting is sul1lcient for most of the cases Channel number L, a~,igned as

indcpendent variable while energy (keV) is aSSigned as dependent variable,

•,
•
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Table 3 I List of standard calibrated ,ources with gamma-ray cnergy

-.
l1;,adioa<;tiv~,"LJfee

l' "-"~,, Co

("',-o

H~lflife

2.6y

271,76d

5,27y

1054y

JO,14y

Gamma-ray energy (keV)

511

122.06

136.48

117323

1332 51

80.99

276.40

302 85

356,01

38H"i

661,64

Til~n relation,hip between kcV and cbanllell1l1ll1b~rs i, e,lablisiled as

keV ~ m)( cbannel number + C (I )

where. slope m (keV/channel) and C (I~t~rc~pl rrOrllthe energy axis) are two unknown

coefiicients which mu;t be determincd by least square filling method To determine

these two co~nicienls a spectrum Wil\ acquired lLIing the standard calibmled sources

listed in Table 3, 1,

From the :;peclrum 12 pairs of ellergie<;(keV) and channel numbers were obtained and

thc:;c ,,~['e used as input dil1<1pail'> I'Jr the least square fitting, The re.lults of the titting

were

keV/ch~nnel - 0,60J466

Intercept li'om the ell~rgy n,i<; - I 30222 keV

Now equution (1) bccoll'es
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(2)

With the help ofrclation;ilip (2) keV conesponding to a panicular channell1umber can

be directly read out.

3.4 Measllr~metlfs of f)el\'d"r Parameters

3,.t, t Ell,'rgy Resolntion

Energy resolution of a detector or ,peetroseopy system is a measure of its ability to

dilTerentiate between two peaks Ihat are close together in energy. Thus Ihe narrower

till' peak, the beller thc resolution capabilily, it is spccified in terms of full width at half

ma"imul11 (FWHM) for 1332 51 keV peak of (I)Co Resolution is il function of

gamma- ray energy,

1he overall energy resolution achieved in ~ germanium system ISnormally rktermined

by Hc()llIbinaLion ofthrce filctor" the inherent statistical sprcad ill the number of charge

carllers. varimiOIl in the charge ~ollection elTlCiency. and contribution, of electronic

TlOl<;C4I

To Il1c~,ure the re,olutll)1l of the HPGe detector a spectrum was acquired using weo

,our~e ror a countlllg time of 600 sec 'In ('''Co spectrum there are two gamma-ray

peaks, onc is ilt I t 73 23 keV and anothcr LSill t332 51 as shown ill Table 3. t, The

peaks are 159.28 keV apan For th~ r~giol\ of the IWOpcaks experimental data wCle

plotted by puuing channel numbers in X-axis and count, in V-axi,. From the graph,

the rull width at halflllaximLLL1l(I:W'HM) vallie WilSround 10 be 3.4 channel; at 1332,51

keV peak Re,oiulioll in keV can be detellllined from thc following relationship

15928keV
Resolution = FWHM (channel,) x ----.---------------.------------.-------------

No, "fchannel, between the peaks

The detector resolution (FWH~l) obtaincd ill this mea,uremcnt was 1.94 keV at

1332.5] keV peak or(,UCn
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The domin~nt characteristics of gcrm~nillm detector, " their excellent energy

rC,olUlion when applied to gammu-ruy spectrometry. The great ,uperiority of the

gellnanium system In energy re~olution allows the separation of many clo,ely spaced

g,llnma-ray enelgies. which rem,lln unre,ol"ed in the Nat (TI) spcctrum A narrow peak

include, lewer channels and fev.'er background count,. So, accuracy of measurement

increases ",hen high-resolulion mcasuring system " ubed,

3.4.2 Uficiency Mcasul'cment

F.lTicieney ofa detector relates Ihe numher of detector pulses to the number of gamma

ray' emitted by rhe source It ililows \IS 10 convert the count obtained from spectral

analysi <; to unit of activity, Efliei ency changes with the physical change of the counting

""slem

Using ,landaI'd calibrated sources li,led in Table 3. L spectra were acquired at 8 em

abo"e the surface of the detector for a counting time sufticient ror peak area equal to or

gre~ler than 10,000 Cuunt, were taken at a distance from the surraee of the detector to

avoid coincidence losse, ",ben a single source emits more than one gamma-ray energy.

'''Cs has single energy. hence spectra for l\7CS "ere acguired both at 8 enl and at the

SUIface The mlio 01'the counts at surf,l~e uf Lhedetector to the count; ~t S ~m from the

,urJaee or the detector for I.PCSwilh the same counting time is called the normalizing

faCIOI'by which countl or the all other source~ are mliitiplied to obtain counts at the

SUIface of the deteclor, Hliciency ut the surface orlhe detector can be determined from

the following relalionship

Detected count / sec
Efficiency

Pre;ent activity of the source x L,

",here L is the number ofg,ll1ll11llray, per disintegration,
Net ilreillinder a photopeak

Detected CNl1ltsI sec = ,,--------------.--------------------
Counting time (Sec)

Present activity of the source i, given by
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wh~re A, = present ~ctivity of the sour,e,

A" = Init"ll acti",ty oClhe source,

t ~ Decay lime,

Ie= Decay constant

.\TSTEM CHAPTER 3

The cfliclCney for a particular gamma ray depends on detector size, shape and types of

Illilkl'ial. especially the alomic number of the material, source-detector distance and

experimental geometry, The mea,ured eCliciencies as a ii.Hlclionnl' gamma- ray energy

are plotted in Figure 3 9_

~~-~~~,--- -,-'---,--,- --r'--'- ----'-""". -,----,-, ---_~--,----,----.-~'~

Gmlllna_",y ""orgy (keY)

F'g, 3 9 DeleClor efficiency as a filnction of gamma-ray energy

3.4.3 lIackgrouII(! Radiation

1'01'the presc~t \\ork, the bnckgrOLJlldeffect i.1very important in detecting gamma rays

by high purity gcrmanLum(HPGe) deteelor Some cOllnts in the detector were observed

dLLeto background radiiltlon during lhe expelimcnt These counts are mainly produced

bv the cosm,c radlalio" because of its imeraction with earth', almosphere and it

determine, the minimum detectable radi~tioll level, The hackground counts depend

39
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upon the ,ize and type of the detector and also upon the shielding around it. The sources

or hack:,;round radiation arc as follow>,

IZildioacllvity ;Illhe an' surrounding Ihe dctcetol

I, RadioactivilY !lOin the earth's surface (the terrestnal radiation), walls of the

IaboralOl)' or other far away structures,

3. l\'alurall'ndionctivity of the constituent materials of the detcctor itself

4. Some fi,sion product; adivitie,

'j Act II'ity of COSIllICray th,1I~Olllil1uou,1y ~nleraCI, Wilh earl h' s at mo,pherc.

3.4.4 Sh ichJillg Arnlllgelllen t of (h r J)etcctor

For (he plOleclion of background of the deleClor, shielding arrangement IS very

essential The ohielding nol only reduces the background resulting from cosmic

radiation and [i'OIl]IIHiulul rndio~ctivc trace, In the building material> or in the surrnee

of the eanh, hut also from nearly nuclear [acilities and othcr radiation sources like air,

which presumably contain, (race oj' radioactive gases, Radon (Rn) and Thorium (Th

220) etc.

1\1i1thematically the .shielding cfl'eetivcl1cs> I, expressed as

"here 1" is the initial beam intellsily, 1 is the beam intenSity after penetrating a thickness

I of the mater;al ~nd p is lhe linear absorption CDcil'lcient oJ'lhe malerialofthe shield

In our e'periment, lwd is used n, shielding lllmerial across the HPGe detector The

Importanl advantagcs of lead are high densily (11 4 g! ce). large atomic number ( Z=

Sl) and comparatively low cost. A brier descriplion of thc shielding used in the

e~perintent is sumll1i1ri>-ed[]l Ih" Table 3 2

Tnble 3.2 SummalY 01',hielding arrangement around the HrGe Detector

Material Lead

Low background shielding

Length

Height

Thickness

Form

4"

145 em

125 em

4em
Square



CHAPTER 4

MEASUREMENT OF (0,20), (o,p) AND

(o,a) REACTION CROSS SECTIONS ON

THE ISOTOPES OF Mo, Co, Zr AND Ge

IN THE NEUTRON ENERGY RANGE

13.90 -14.80 MeV
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1\1rASliREM.I!:NT OF (11,2n), (lI,p) ANI) (n.a) REACTION CROSS SECTIONS

FOR ISOTOl'F.S OF 1\'10, ClI, Zr 'Illd Ge TN THE NElITRON ENERGY RANGE

13.90 -14.80 j\leV

In older 10 determine the must preci.\e and reliable cross section data for [he reactions

nMo(n,p)"''''Nb, o4i\111(n,2nj'''''',vlo, ""Mo(n.p)"'l\'b, ."ICo(n. a)"'Mn, ""Zr(n,2n)'9Zr.

71JGe(n.2n)wGe, 7"Ge(n,al""'Zn and 7('Ge(n,2nt"""G~ in the en£rgy range of 13 90 to

1480 MeV, precision measurements were carried out by the activation technique in

combination \vith high resolution HPGe delector gamma-ray spectrometry, For

convenience the re~c[iol\s are arranged In t\\iO groups and discussed in the subsequent

secl'on"

4.1 1\1easlll'cment of Cross Scrtions for Molybdenum nud Cob'all Isotopes:

EXllerimentnl P"ueedllre

In tbc present experiment, high purily target materials of molybdenum trioxide powder

of 118lural i.IOlOpiccomposition and cobalt foil ,",'ere u,ed, One molybdenum sample

was prcpared in the form of pellets by applying pressure of 7 ton~ using a hydraulic

pr~,;s Thi~ pellet ha, lhe diameter 1.2 em and thickness -015 em. Ma~s of these pellet

wa, between 0,7295g and O.1l519g, Th~ molybdenum pellet wa~ then .\ealed in thin

polyelhylene bag. Onc ~()ba[1foil wa, made round shaped and cleaned well by acetone.

Ma,~ of this foil was 0,1527g Molybdenum pellet and cobalt foil was sandwiched

bet,",'een alulTIlilium jlux momtor tbib of same diameter as it. Mass of thc each

al\lllllnium Ibil was bet,",'e~n 0,1916 and 02035 g, The ,amples w~re sandwiched

belween flux momtor I'oils Then the s8111ptesand the aluminium foils wcrc irradiated at

the neutron generator faCility of the Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology

(1l\'ST), Atomic Energy Research Establi,hmenl, Savar, Dhaka, The Neutron generator

operation data are as follows

Beam current 120.l1A

Beam diameter . 10 mlTI
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Deuteron energy, 110 keY

Irradiation lime 1.5 hours

CHAPTHR .j

DUT'lnglhe irradiation, the targel was cooled by a jel of eold ail' A BF, long counter was

placed at 2 m from lhe tritium target and at 45" relative to the iocoming deuteron bcam

and was used with MeA series 40 for monitoring lhe relative change of neutron flux

The MeA series 40 was used in multichannel scaler mode to record neutron counts

every ten seconds

Atter the irradiation, induced actlvities in the samples and the flux monitor foils were

determioed by measuring the gamma-ray counts with high resolmion HPGe detector

gamma-ray spectrometry, Cuunling of lhe samples and lhe flux monitor foils were

performed under the same geometry as was used at the time of efficiency measurement

of the detector. Using (he measured counL rates, efficiency of (he detector and other

dccay dnta, activllics at the end of Irradiation were dctermined by the following

equation

The cross scction values of the desired reaclions were calculaled using the following

standard activation equation

DI'Su~-----
N,o(l_e-N,)

whcre, CPS ~ Nct area under a photo-peak / counting time

I., ~ Gamma-ray intensity of the source.

trl ~ Decay time

E ~ Ef1icicncy of the detector

N =Total number of target nude!

~ WxFx}i,
M

M = Atomic weight
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F - I,otopic abundance of largel nuclei

W =Weight of samplc in gram.

N,I = ,l,.vogadro's number (6.023xlO" atoms/mole)

Q - Neutron flu); (n e~1.2sec'\

I; - Irradiation time (scc).

Ci = Cross section (mil).

DPS= Disintcgl'ation pel' second

A = Decay constant =0,693(f "2

Till = Half-live, of the prodLLclradionuclidc

CHAPfEN .f

Energy of the neutron as a function of emissiun angle was determined earliel'I9 in this

I b I . h . rmZ 92"'Nb or. -' . d d' Z dn oratory Jymeasurmgt erahoo ,rto SpccI,IcnctlvltlCspro uce In ran

J\'b folls by (n,2n) reactio~ at ditTercnt angulnr positions. The energy of neutron for the

snmple position i, shown in the 3rd column of Table 4 L

The neutron flux at each sample position was determined using 17AI(n,ai4Na monitor

reaction, For the detcrminatio~ of nux, cross sections of the monitor reaction at

diftc:rent energies were taken as input from the works of H Vonach~17 These cross

sections arc shown in the 4th column of Table 41 To determi~e neutron flux, the

following equation was used

IJPS~e" (1 .")I cr -c '

The description of the notations used in above equation are mcntioncd in previous

equation Neutron energy and flux at ;urtilCe oftritiull1target arc shown in the 3rd and

5th columns of Tabl~ 4.1 respectively, The decay data for the reactions were taken

from the literature"" and shown in Table 4 3.
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MICA
20'

30'
40'

50'

ALUMINIUM - RING

Fig,4 I,A sketch oftbe ,~mleritlg-rree ring gearnctl)' arrangement for the irradiation of
sample;

576

Neutron flux
wernl/s
x 10"

Cross-section of
)7AI( JI,O'.)"1'ia
reaction (mb)

113,10

Energy of-
neutron
(MeV)
1480M,Surface

Table 4 1 Neutron energy and l1u" al surface oftritiurn target for the molybdenum and
cobalt samples

Sample Sample
po,ition

Surtace c, 14,80 113.10 5,24
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Partial decay schemes of tile product nudei and the origin of the gamma rays measured

are shown in Figures 4 2-4.8". The dceay data for the reactions wele taken from the

literature"." and are silown in Tahle 4 J. MeasJied eros,; section values are shown in

Table 4.4. For all tile cros, section values two to threc independcnt mcasuremcnts were

carried out and both tile statistical and systematic errors were considered to evaluate

total error. Table 4,5 shows the principal sources of systematic en'ors,

4.2 Measuremcnt of Cross Scrtiolls for Germanium and Zirconium Isotopes;

Experimental Procedure

Germanium from E MERCK, Germany, in powder form was uscd to makc four pellets

by applying a pressure of 6 tons using il hydraulic press Mass or the each pellet was

between 0.4971 and 0.7142 g '[he germanium pellets were then scaled In thin

polyethylene bags and sandWIchedby 2 aluminium (purity 99%) nux monitor foils.

1\la5\ or the each aluminium foil was between 0.1852 and 0,2067 g Ex[remely pure

zirconium (purity 99,5%) foil, were made squire shaped and c1canedwell by acetone,

1\las, of the each foil was bel\veen 0,145g and 0,1558 g Each zirconium foil was

sandwiched by 2 aluminium flux monitor foils. Mass of the each aluminum foil wa,

between 0, I739 and 0,1972 g. The scattering-free ring geometry arrangement shown

in Flg, 4, I was used for the irradiation of the samples and the flux monitor foils at 6.6

em from the D.'I sourcc. The ;amples and the monitor foils were fastened to the ring

which was accurately graduated for the indication of angular positions, The angular

positions of the samples "ilh respect to the direction of deuteron beam were 10", 40°,

70° and 110° for germanium and 0", 20u, 60° and 90D for zirconium, Then the samples

and the aluminium foils were lrradiated at tile neull'ongenerator facility ofthc Institute

of Nuclear Scicnce and Technology (INST), Atomic Energy Research Establishment,

Savar, nhaka, In the present experiment, the main operational parameters of the neutron

generator are a, follows

Deuteron energy

Beam current

Beam diameter

Irradiation limc

110 keY

:-130~A

: _1 em
: 3,5 hour,

(
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Neutron energy and flux ilt different ~ample positio~5 were determined by the procedure

described in section 4 1 and ,huwn in the 3,,1and 5,1,columns oCTable 4,2 respectLvely

1 able 4 2l\'eutron energy and flux at different angular positions for the zirconium
and germanium samples

Sample Sample Energy of Cross section of Neutron flux

position neutron l7AI{n,a:)""'Na nlcmlls

(MeV) rcaction (mb) x 10'

0" Zr-I 14,71:tO,115 1\3,10 9.45

100 Ge-l 14,70-10.\13 113,10 902

20" 7r-2 14.63:tO, III 113 10 913

40" Ge-2 145110108 11452 904

60" Zt-3 1431::0086 117.54 826

70" Ge-3 14 2EO 075 119,87 8.01

90u Zr-4 14,00;!;O,040 121.91 7,95

110" Ge.4 13 90:1:0,060 12305 7,70

Table 4,3 Nuclear and other related data ~oncerncd in this work,l. HlO

Target Reaction Product Hair-life Gamma-ray Gamma-ray

nucleus nuclcus energy intensity, I,

(keV) (%)

11Al (n,a) ANa 14.96 h 13686 100
nMo (n,p) n'''Mo 10,t 3 h 934 50 9550

'''Mo (n,2n) •'mMo 685h 263.20 61,20

%Mo o'Nh •
(n.p) 23.40 , 778.40 9700

5'(0 (n, a) j('Mn 2 582h 846 60 99.00

9"Zr (n,2n) ~9Zr 3,27d 909,10 99,00

7;JG (n,2n) 69Ge 39211 51100 2840"
"Gc (np) 7I'''Zn 3,97h 386,30 93,00

7('Ge (n,2n) """"Gc 828m t 2(;4,80 12,00
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Table 4.4 The (~,2n), (n,p) and (np) reaction cross sections for isotopes ofMo, Co.

Zr and Gc in the neutron e~ergy range 13.90 - 14,80 MeV

Nuclear reaction

9.Mo(n.p )91i"Nb

'!4Mo(n,2n)93"'Mo

"I'Mo(n,p)"1Nb

59Co(n,a)j6Mn

Neutron energy Measured reaction cro"

(MeV) section (mb)

1480 5837:t4.6

14,80 6.95:1:101

1480 2506:tO.07

1480 31,8264:1:1.3428

1471:1:011 814,35:l70,62

14,69:1:0,11 710 20:t53 73

J4,4I:tO,08 75007:t51.67

14,10::1:004 638,86:t42,53

14,70::1:0,11 4492S:t32,63

14,57::1:0,10 435 27:t32 2]

14 3l::!:007 41703:1:3582

13 90:tO 06 405,981.33,57

1470.iO.11 3,75:l:0.27

14,57:t01O 3,29:t0.25

14 3l:tO 07 3 24:tO.30

13 90:tO.06 297:tO.17

14.70:tO.11 1203.24:t9S.0S

14.57:tO.10 J 179.35:1:95.21

14.31:tO.07 1182.55:1:46.13

13.90:L;)06 1127.62t44.07
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Table 4,5 Principal sourccs ofllncertai1\ty and their m~gnitude

Sources of lI1\~ertai1\[y

1, Irradiiltion geometry

2, Sample weight

3, Statistics of counting

4 Efliciency of the detector

5, Error in flux determination

6 Neutron absorplion and scattering within the samples

7 Self absorption of gamma ray in sample

8 Gamma-ray eJl1i,~ion probability

9. Dec~ydma

10 Neutron Jlux variation with time

48
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M~g1\itude (%)

0,5-1,5

02
05-7,0

1.5 - 3,0

10-20
0.5

0.5

0.3 - I

0.2 - 1

0.5-1.5



10.13d

EC (9725%)
~. (0,06%)

CffAPTER J

r 934,50 (9550)

"'Zr

Fig 4 l.l'artial decay scheme of the product nucleus of9:Mo(n,p)n"'Nb reaction

'-''''Mo 6.85h

IT
{263.20 (61,20), measured gamma ray

1472

"'Mo

~ig. 4.2Partial decay scheme of the product nucleus of"4Mo{n,2n/J"'Mo reaction.

'J6l\'b 23.40h

W 68%1 940

851

778,40 (97 00), measured
gamma ray

""Mo

Fig. 4.1 Partial decay scheme of the product nucleus o("'Mo(n,p/"'Nb reaction.
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5C'Mn 2.582h

W 53%

'! 864 60 (99,00)
measured gamma ray

CHAPTEII,

Fig 4.4 Partial decay scheme of the product nucleus 01''~Co(n,ct}'''Mn reaction.

3.271d "~Zr

.( 909.10 (99.00%),
measured gamma ray

5 bl ""Yta e

Fig. 4 5 Paniai decay ~eheme of the Pl'Odllctnuclcus of""Zr(n,2n('Zr reaction.
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48.9 sec

IT

15"'G.,

82 min. '''"Gc

]3-115%
y353(002%)

y 264.8 (12%)
measured gamma
.ray

Stable 7lAs

Fig 4 (, Partial decay schemc of the product nucleus of7oGc(n,2n)7lm,gGe reaclion,

3.97hr 11"'Zn

y 386 (93%)

y596(279%)

y511.57 (28.4%)
measured gamma ray

Stable 7lGa

Fig 4.7, ranial decay ,eheme or the product nucleus or 7<Ge(l1,a)71"'ln reaction
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~-(31%)
1'1106 measuredgammaray(S11keV)

comes from posilron annihilation

"( -' I 8

Stable ('~Ge

Fig. 4.8. Partial decay scheme of the produci nucleus of'flGe(n,a)""Ge reaction
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CHAPTER 5

r-iUCLEAR CROSS SECTION CALCULATION SYSTEM WITH SIMPLIFIED

INPUT FORMAT, VERSION-II (SINCROS-II)

In order to describe the mea,ured cross sections, nudear model calculations were

pedonned using the compuler code SINCROS_l!3u,which is based on the statistical

model, incorporating pre-equilibrium enlls;ion, The SlNCROS-ll has been developed

by improving (he functions of the program in SII\'CROS-l%and preparing some process

codes for the cross section applications, The input format of tili, new version is more

simplified than (hat ofverswn I. The level density ofnudei is represented by defining

only the Fermi-gus modcl parameler "u", und "a" for about 200 nuclei were stored in

the code as the data inilializalion statement. The relative widths r., for 200 nuclei wcre
abo stored, although some ofthcm have tentative values

["Iodelcalclliations using SIKCROS-Il were done on target nuclides nMo, ?'Mo, ""Mo,

"c 9<' ]"G '"G d"'O d Ih 'I " k~ 0, 7.r, e, e ~n Je Neutron, proton an a p a-partlc e emiSSionwas ta en

into account from every compound nucleus and the necessary data for all nuclei werc

supplied, In the new version, the total neutron, proton, deuteron, alpha.particle, and

gamma-ray production cross sections me shown in the table, Instead of the excited

slate productions, the "omeric state produclion cross sections are directly out-putted. It

is not necessary, then. to find oul the isomeric cross section within (he excited state

produclion cross sections. The isomer, of which thc cxcitatlon function is intended to

he givcn, can be designated in the last ro\Vof the input data

In the present cxperiment, the neutron activation cross section values in the energy

range of 13 to 15 MeV were measured theoretically using code SlNCROS-II. The

theorie.\, models, assumption; and parameter; on which SINCROS-II code is based are

briefly explained belo"-',

53
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5.1 CotllplIsition ofSJNCROS-1I

CHAPtER 5

['he m~m code, of the SINCR.OS-II ~re the ELlESE,7 - GNASH'" joint program

(EGNASH2) and simplified input ver,ion of DWUCK477 (DWUCKY) EGNASH2

cillcul,ltes thc nuclear cross ,ection, over the wide mas,1 region using the built-in

optical-model pottntial parameters, In DWUCK Y, the same accepted neutron potentials

are programmed as in EGNASH2. The discrete level data--excitation energy, spin,

parity and bra~~hi~g ratio, of gamma ray decay chan~els--<lre prepared from the

ENSDl' through the format convcrsion and the editorial work, ]( i, not necessary that

too many levels alC quoted from the ENSDF, rather il should be assured that the

~umber of levels approximatcly increases ~s un exponential function of the excitation

cnergy.

EGI\'ASH2 read, the discrete levcl data, the direct inelastic scattering cross sectio~s

~alculated with DWUCKY, and the input data for the nuclear reaetio~s, In addition to

the output lists, the results of calculation can be stored into several files which are

selected according 10 the object of calculation, The composition of SINCROS-Il and

tbe flow of data processing are shown in Figure 5.1 The particle a~d gamma-ray total

production cross sections and the production cross sections for reaction products,

including isomeric states, are held in file 12.

5,2 Input and Output Fonnat ofEGNASH2

Wllcn we used the GNASH codc, the tra~;mission coefficients for neutrons, protons

and alpha particles calculated from EUFSE3 were provided as input data to GNASH.

Since many of the parameters were predetermined and stored in the program, the

parameters "hich should bc inpulted are a small number For the isomeric states, data

are givc~ m the last row of the input fLle.

In addition to the output of the original GNASH, the present code has a table of reaction

cross sections (0 examine the results of calculation as soon as possible The table

includes the compound, direct, rate of pre-equilibrium proces,es and particles a~d
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gamma- ray total production cro,s sections The ground and Isomeric states production

cross scctions of isolopes and level inelastic scatteri ng cross sections are also shown

ENSDF Input data DWUCKY

Di,crete levels EGNASH2 Direct inelastic
data scattering

f,le 8 data
file 33

Reaction cross sections

file 12

Fig 5.1. Composition of SINCROS-1i and the !low of data processing Only relevant
blocks are shown

5.3 Optical Model Potential Parameters

A sequential evaporation is aSSllmed for Lhe pal1iclcs and gamma-rays emitted in the

nuclear rcactions, Considering the conservation of the angular momentum, parity, each

cvaporation step is treated within the framework of the statistical model. The particle

transmission coefficient; are generated using parameters choscll from a global optical-

model parameter set. For neutron, the optical model parameter ;et ofWalter_Gussl9 and

Wilmore-Hodgson"" arc built into the EGNASH1, \Valter~Guss recommend their

potenti,lI to he applicd above 53 in mass Ilumber and 10 to 80 McV in energy range
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5.4 Panmletcrs for Level Density and Gamm;l-ray Transitions

CI/APT£R 5

In the continuum level region, the Fermicgas and the constant temperature model are

used to repre,ent the level denslly of nucleu.\ The Fermi-gas model formula as a

fUllctlon of energy E and spin J is

p(F.,J) = R(J,E)
Co{E-(1)"

where CQ = 24,,12(0 146)1'la A and the ,pin term is given by

R{J ,E) = (2J+ 1)exp[ -(1+ I/2)'1 (2a2(E) ) 1

where c;'{E) is the spin eutoiT faclor defined by

a'(E) = 0 146[a(E- 6)]"'A',"J

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5,3)

The pairing correction !1 was quoted from the Gilbert and Cameron's paper"l In the

lower excitation, the constant temperature formula expressed by

prE,]) = p(EJexp[(E - E,)/TlR(J.E), E<E" (5.4)

is used, where E, is the energy at which both densitie~ are ~moothly connected and

p(EJ i, the energy term or level density at the energy E, If the spin dependent level

densily ptE, J) i, summed over the spin J, we get the den,ity ptE) of levels of all J,

which has a different lorm from the constanl temperature formula or Gilbert and

Cameron as the spin eulofffaetor is energy dependent

The GNASH code i, able to automatically determine the nuclear lemperature, T, if the

discrete level, in the low energy region and the Fermi-gas levcl density p~rameter "a"

were suitably inputted. Then the level densily or nucleus in the cOnlinuum can be

described by (he parameter "a" only in some case" however, the code i, unable to

match di,crete levels, and thus the temperature, which connects smoothly between the

Fermi-gas and discrete level>. is not determined For (hose cases, the temperature is

calculated with a systematic relation between level density parameter and temperature,
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in the code EGNASH2

C1fAPTER 5

(5.5)

At the beginnmg of the calculation, when Lheexperimental value orthe average spacing

Do of s-wave neutron reSQnanc~ at th~ neulron hinding energy Eu is known"', the

parameter "a" wa~ assumed to have a value which is calculated from the spacing Do by

inverscly solving the equat,em6.',

Do= Cv (Ell - L\)1(2l+ I) exp[ {3 -I-(21-11ilI 18O'2(EI))}_ 2vaCh - 3)[ (5.6)

wherc I is the spm of targeL nucleus, And a scI of parameters "a" of isotopes in the

nuclear decaying proee"e, has practically been selected through the eros, ,ection

calculation to agree wilh the various expcrimental data which could be con,idered to be

reliable.

With the cross section calculations lor about 50 nuclei, lhe level density parameters "a"

of about 200 isotopes were dL1ermined and stored into the EGNASH2 as the data

lIlitialization stat~menl. The relation between thesc "a" and the total shell corrections S

is given by Gilberet and Cameron, Thc tcntative formula,

a/A=0.008S +0.17 (5,7)

is programmed to give the il1ltial value of' "a" for the under formed nuclei for which the

ClOSS section is not yet calculaled Here S is the shell correction energy.

To plovide gamm,Hay tran,rnission coefficients, the Brink- Axel giant dipole

resonance form was used, The deraulted energy and width of the giant re,onance are ER

=40 A.I"~ MeV and r., = 6 MeV, respectively Thc normalization constant is oblained

from the ralio of the average radioactive widlh fy to tbe observed resonance spacing Do

for s-wave neutrons at the neutron binding energy En , winch i, derived in the code

from the level density parameter "a" used in the cross section calculation by the formula

(5 6),

f
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5.5 Determination of the Value of Paramctcrs

CHAPTER 5

In SINCROS, thc global optical-modcl potential paramders are employed to calculate

thc transmissIOn coefficients a~ mentioned in section 5.3 The nonclastic cross sections

for neutron and the rcaction cross sections for proton calculated with the built-in

potentials agreed with experimental data. The key points of the cross section

calculatlOn, therelore, are the determination of Icvel density parameters of daughter

nuclei and the rate of contributIOn of pre-equilibrium and direct processes to the

statistical process. In the following, the method of parameter determination for the pre-

equilibrium process and for the level density is described in detail at subsections 5.5.1

and 5 5.2 respectively.

5.5.1 Parameter Determination of the Pre-equilibrium Process

In the code EG;\IASH2, the pre-equilibrium and direct proces,es 01' particle emission

arc treated with the code PREeO developed by Kalbach"", which is coupled with

GNASH, and "ilh the code DWUCKY for the inelastic ~cattering. In the GNASH, the

single particle state density and the normalization factor for ex~itation-model were free

parameters In contrast with this, the single-partIcle state density constant is nOl free,

but related to the levcl den;lty pilrameter "a-' by the formula,

g ~ (6/,,')a (5 8)

III the EGNASH2 In add,tion tlie normalization factor F2, whl~h i, equal to the

Kalba~h constant divided by 100, the adjusting factors 1'3 and F4 are introduced for

pick-up and knock-out proccs;e" respectively. The factor F2 and the contribution of

direct inela<;tie scattering are so determined that the calculated neutron emission

specttlJm IS in agreement with the hIgh energy par! of the experimental neutron

specttlJm, when the experimental data at 14MeV are available.

5.5.2 Parameter Determination of the Level Density

Aftcr the parameters for the pre-equilibrium ilnd direct processes were selected, the free

parameter to be detel't11ined is only the level density parameter "a" in the Fermi-gas
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lllOdel,because the nuclear temperature ""ed in the consmnt temperature model can be

determi~ed automatically or by the equation (5.';), Since the total emission of various

kinds of panicles from the compound nucleus is controlled by a set of level density

parameters for daughter nuclei, it is better that the level density parameter of each

daughter nucleus is so practically determined that the calculated ero,s sections for

reactions (n,2n), (n.p), and (n.u) agree with the experimental data of respective

reaction8,

The first step to fix the level density parameters is the calculation of them using the

experimental vaille of mean level spacing for s-wave neutron rewnance at the neutron

binding energy The calculation was made by >olving inversely equalion (56). with

the ,pin cutoff-factor defined by equation (5.3) and the pairing correction quoted from

Gilben and Cameron,

The wcond step to determine the level den,ity paramelers is the cross section

calculation in the mass region where the reliable expe[llnentill data exist. Several test

calculatio~s of cross sections around 14 MeV were carried out, referring to the

expcrimental data for the (n,2~). (n,p), and (n,a.) reactio~; In this stage, the

mcasurement> of cross sections of Mo isolopes performed by Ikeda et al. and Katoh ct

ai, are vcry useful for the determination oflevel density parameters.
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CHAPTER 6

RF:SULTS AND DISClJSSION

CHAPTER 6

Cross sections for a total number of eight (n,2n), (n,p) and (n,O:) reactions on the

isotopes of molybdenum, cobalt, zirconium and germanium were measured In the

neutron energy range 13 90 - 1480 MeV The measured ero,s sections along with the

lileratLlre dala and the calculated values produced by SlNCROS-lJ are plotted using

software Sigma Plot and presented in l<igLlres6.1-6 8 The results of the eight reactions

are discussed in the subsequent ,eClions.

The activalion cross sections inclLlding error obtained from the present investigation

for 92Mo(n,p)92''''No, 94Mo(n,2n)OlmMo and %Mo(n,p)%Nb reactions at the neutron

energy 14.80 MeV ar~ given in Table 4 4 Each cross section value is based on three

indep~ndent measurements
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The present experimental cross seclion of reaction nMo(n,p)92"'Nb and lhe literature data

are shown in Figure 61 Liskien et aL6j has measured the cross sections of this reaction but

their reported values are 24 -35% higher than ENDFffi_5G<;and 39,41% higher than

JENDL-}'" values The cros~ section data for this reaction obtained from the pre~ent

investigation are in fairly good agreement with the rewlt~ obtained from the nuclear model

calculations u~ing the latest computer code SINCROS-lIJO, ENDFIB-5, JENDL-2 and also

with the re~u1ts obtained by Ikeda et a1.14,

" ]• Present Work

"
6 R.U.Miah (1996)

" Ikeda et al.(1988}
0 Gangrskij et aL(1971}

10

•,
'!i8

11"0-"" 6•
" t"0

'!irE
- ,
U

,
"\vF

1

'f
0

.,
13 " 15

Neutron Energy(Mev}

Fig.6,2. The activation cross section of the 94Moln,2n)93mMO
reaction.

Extremely few publishedI9,24,6; experimental cross section data of 94Mo(n,2nlJrnMo

reaction are available. More experiments are needed to give precision cross section

data of this reaction Measured data with literature arc shown in Figure 62, as a

function of neutron energy The present experiments introduce newer data point to

the existing literature, The literature values are very close to our measured cross

section and are in good agreement.
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The cross section of the reaction 96Mo(n,p)""Nb along with the other literature data are

shown as a fLmclionofneLltron energy in Figure 6.3 Although, activation cross sections

data of this reaction are abundant24.6i.r,l."O,1~,.Win literature, the discrepancies of some

reported cross section dala need further investigation. The measured data gives good

agreement with Tkeda el aL'. and Mlahl".

"
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• Prossnt Work
6. R.U.MiatJ (1996)
'V L1sklen elal.(199D)
o Ikod. ot .1.(1983)
o N.I.Molla elal. (1986)
o Iv.scu otol.(1983)
V Hand Book on C.S.(19741
A Cuzzoero. 0Ial.(1967)

SINCROS.II

"Neutron Energy (MeV)
Fig.6.3. Tho oollvatlon eros. ,,,cllon oflho 96MO(n.p)96Nb

reaction.

6.2 Th~ 59Co(n,u)S6Mn Reaction

Activation cross section dma in the neutron energy 14.80 MeV for the reaction

)OCo(n,a/oMn are scarcc. So it was necessary to conduct experiment to measure

cross section for this reaction, The measured data along with literature values are

shown in Figure 64. Our data is higher than those of Liskein at al70 but close to

theoretical values obtaincd using statistical code SINCROS.IJ.
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15
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Fig.6.4. The aGtivation Gross seGtion of the 59Co(n, a )56Mn reaGtion.

on '" •6.3 The Zr(n,2n) Zr ReactIon

The measured cross sections including errors obtaincd from the present investigated

?OZr(n,2n)i9Zr reaction in Lhe neutron cnergy range 14,10-14.71 MeV are given in

Table 4.4. The valucs obtained nom this \\iork, literature data',l4.1L,2\19.n and the

values obtaincd via model calculation wjth statistical codc SlNCROS-ll are shown in

Figure 6.5 as il function of neutron energy. The large discrepancy in the nuclear model
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calculation uSing SINCROS-II code is observed for the invcstigated reaction The

model consists of a pure multistcp approach with thc fixed global parameter set. It

contains both statistical multistep direct and statistical multIstep compound processes,

Thc probable reason of large (Iiscr~paneyin the cross section eSlimaiions via this code

i, that the compound nucleus fOImation cross section is undcrcstimated in SINCROS-II

whereas direct reaction is overestimated. U is worth mentioning that the measured

~xcitation function fOI9fJZr(n)ll)s~Zrreaction is in good agreement with the literature

valuc; The pre,ent work introduces some newer data points to the existing literature

,nrllh~nrctic"l c~IcIlI~li{)n

1000 • Present wor.

" R.U.Mi.h (1996) , "f!9 Wenrong el al. meas, (1g59)
0 Wenrong elal. ev.l. (1989)

800 - 0) Iked. et al,(1988)

t;f~r
V G. Erdlman (1976)

SI"lCROS-11

" ENDFIB.5,
• 000 $(0 I"00•• l /~
•,
u <00

/~

///4>

200

Neulron enorgy IM~VI

Fig.6.5. The exell.tion function of 90Zr(n ,2" la9Zr reaction.
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The cross section vailies as a funClioo of ncutron energy obtained from the present

investigiltl<)ll along with literalure data for 7uGe(n,2n)""Gc reaction have been shown

III Figure G.6. The reslLlls of the nuclear model calculation are also shown as a curve

along with the measured values, The quoted uncertainly in each cross section value

ineludcs both statistical ami systematic errors. The total uncertainties in the cross

section values are in the range 7 _ 9"'{,

H
Neulron Energy IMeV)

I 11
f

....

prc.enl work
R,U,Miah (1996)
Bychkove el al.(1952)
Hond book on C.S.(1974
EXIFON
SINCROS-II

•"

I..,/

r
000

800 l
,"0

•,
;00

0
0•0 '000

"••0 000u

'00

'00

0

Flg.o.6.The excitalion function oflhe 70Ge(n,2n)o9Ge reacllon.

From the figure 6.6 it i, observed that lhe theoretical values obtained by using the code

SINCROS-Il are velY close to our measured cross section and are in good agreement

The present value, are above the values obtained via EXlfON. The large discrepancy

in Ihc nuclear model calculation using SlNCROS-1l and EX1FON codes is observed

65
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for the investigated reaction in the ncutron energy range 13 -14 McV. The model

consists ofa pure multistep approach with the ti:<edglobal parametcr scLlt contains both

statistical muHistep direct (SMD) and statistical multistep compound (SMC) processes.

The probable reason of large discrep~ncy in the cross ,cetion estimations via this code is

that the compound nucleus formation cross section is underestimated Ll\ SfNCROS-Il

whereas direct reaction is overestimated. The results obtained from the work of

R.U Miah1o, Byehkov" et aLand the values obtained from Hand Book'" at 14.\ 14.9

MeV energies arc clearly larger than thc present result. It may be mentioned that the

measured d~ta ofpl'esent work is in e:<cellent agrccment \vith the results obtained from

the nuclear model calculations using the latest computer code SINCROS-ll,

" ;,
0
0

" ,"•m
,, ;•
u ,

• Present work
6 R,U.Miah[1996)
(> ~~utron act. table[1976]
'V H.nd book on C. S. (1974)

St~CROS.11

l

o I, '-~~-' ,--,-~-~ , -~-
to

Neutron Energy (MeV)

Flg,6,7. The EXCitation Function oflhe 740e In,<< 171mZn
Reaction,
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6.5 The '"Ge(n,a)'lmZn Readion

CHAPTER 6

The activation cross sections measured in the present work for the 7~Ge(n,a)7ImZn

reaction in the neutron energy range 13.82- 1470 MeV are summarized in Table 4.4

together with the error limit. Over the energy range investigated in this workl,.6~,71.7("a

very few cross section data exist in the literature and there are large discrepancies

among them. The present data were compared with the previously reported values as

\vell as ""ith the theoretical values are ,hown in Figure 6,7, The present results are

larger than that of the theoretical values obtained from the statistical code SINCROS-

!II.', It is worth mentioning that the measured e~citation functIOn for 74Ge(n,a)7IrnZn

reactIOn is in good agreement with the literature value:. 16j.8,I"J

6.6 The 76Ge(n,2n)751"+IGeReaction

Extremely few published experimental cross section data of 76Ge(n,2n)7\m+~Gereaction

are a'vailable and there exist large discrepancies among them that demand more

experiment to give reliable data, The measured data with literature are ShOVvl1in Fig, 6,8

as a function or neLltron energy. The results of the nuclear model calculation using

statistical code EXlFOl'\ performed earlier in our laboratory'? are also shown in Figure

6 8 All the measured values give the cumulative eros:; sectlon for the lormation of the

ground state Sillce the metastable state could not be measured due to its short half life

of 48, 9 seconds, a correction for its contribution to the cumulative cross sel'tion could

not be estimated We therefore calculated cross :;ection:. for the independent formation

of the two Isomeric state.~ and obtained the CUlllulative cross section for 71Ge. The

present data are lower than those of R, U. Miah Our measured data are well supported

by S, Okumura77 and G, Erdtman25 Our meaSLlred data is close to that of the data

evaluated by Byehkov et ae', and - S % hlgber than those of theoretical calculation

rhcre appears to be a good agreement between the experimental results and the

theoretical results.
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APPENlIICI,:~

APl'J~NOTCES

Summary

ln the present experiment, the cross sections of (n,2n), (n, p) and (n,O-) reactions on the

i,mopes of molybdenum, cobalt, zirconium and germanium were determined through

identification orlhe activation produels I'ia y-ray spectrometry,

Sample, of molybdenum(a, ]\,10,0)) and germanium metal powder in the form of pellet

with dimension of 1 2 cm diameter and -0 15 cm thickness, zirconium foil of lem xl

cm were prepared, All of the samples were sandwiched between AI-foils of the same

size of sample separately. Aluminium roils were u~ed to measure the neutron flux at the

sample posnions

One molybdenum and one cobalt sample with Al-foil, were irradiated by neutrons at

the surface of trilium target over a period of 1.5 hrs Neulrons were produced at the )-25

Neutl'Oll Generator of the Institute of Nuelear Science and Technology, AERE, Savar,

Dhaka via 'H(d,n)4Hc react<on with 110 keY deuterons of 120 J-lAbeam current.

Four zircol1lum samples were irradiated by neutrons at 0", 20', 60" and 90' with respect

to the deuteron beam direction. In these cases, the neutron generator operation

paramderS were beam current 130 ,lA, d~uteron energy 110 keY and irradiation time

J.5 hours, Four germanium samples ""ere also irradiated by neutron for J.5 hours in the

,ilnle experimental conliguratioll, The angular positions for germanium samples were

10", 40", 70", 110" with respect to deuteron beam of 110 keY energy and 130 iJA

current

After irradiation, the radioactivities of the reaction products were measured by using a

high re<;ollitionUPGe-detector. The gnmma-ray spectrn were accumulated and analyzed

LllCanbelra S_100 Multi Ch~nnel Analyzer (MCA) master board package ba8ed on

personal computer. The ll1ea~ured counts under photo peak were subjected to usual

correction for dead lime lo,s, pileup loss, coincidence effeets etc, The background
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cO[T~ction \\'a~ performed for 909, I keV gamma-ray energy emitted from the product

nuclide 89Zr.

The count rates were converted to decay rales by well known equation shown in

previous section. From the decay lates. the cross sections were determined using well

known activation formula that are shown in section 4.1. The uncel1ainty in cross

sections were determined by considering both the systematic and statislieal errors, The

overall uncertaintie.\ for the present vv'orkwere in the range of 3-8 % The maximum

errors in the eros~ sections arc due to the poor counting ~tatistics.

h . fh"()n"'Nb"M(2""T c cross sect",m; ° t c 1\10 n.p 1, 0 n, n) Mo.

Y'Co(n,ai6]1,h reactions were measured at 14,80 MeV ncutron

"'Mo(n,p)96Nb and

energies. The cross

sections of the 7oGe(n,2n)wGe, 74Ge(n,a)71"'Zn and 7('Ge(n,2n)J\m+"Ge reactions were

measUted at lJ 90,1431, 14,57 and 1470 MeV neutron energies, The cross sections at

14.10,14.41,14,69 and 1471 MeV neutron energies lor ''''Zr(n,2nt9Zr reaction was

measured in the ;ame experimental configuration,

'I he ll1eawred cross sections along with the vallics obtained from available literature

were plotted a" a flillctlOn ofnelltron energy In the prese~t I~vestigation it is observed

that tbe cross sections of all thc (n.2n) reactions on thc isotopes lIlcrease witb the

increa "in£ of neutron e~ergy, Whercas the cross section of (n,p) reaction decreases with

the increasing of neutron energy

In order lO dcscribe the measured cxcit~tion functlOns of tile selected reactions,

theoretical calclilations of the cross scction have been done using the statistical code

SINCROS-II m the range of 13-15 MeV neutron energy for four(4) elements intbe

ma,s region 1\= 59-96

Up to now, lhere havc been very limited numbcrs of available data for the activation

cro% "ections of 9l;-'10(n,p)"'mNb, 04Mo(n,2n)9Jn'Mo, 9OMo(n,p)%j\'b, ,oCo(n,o:)"'M~,

""Zr(n,2ni9Zr, 7<JGe(n,2n)""Ge, 7'Ge(n,a)7lmZn and 76Ge(n,2n)7lm'BGe reactions even at

14 MeV The cross section data 01' these reactions measurcd ill present work sbowed
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significant impro'loomoontin accuracy in comparison with previously reported data

Hence, the cross section dUla obtuined from the present investigation bused on unified

experimental cond,tl(ltl have provided nuelear database and removed large previous

dis~repancie.\ for some of the reacli()n~ ;n tbe energy range of 13,90 to 14.80 MeV. The

agreement between experiment and theory is fairly sati~taclolY in most of the cases.

It is hoped that our mea;ured and calculated cross section data provide real data base

for fusion re~~tor technology design. seml~onductor lechnology development, new

cvaluatiom; of acli ....ation cross sections ilnd to a detailed future theoretical calculation

and testing nuclear model,
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Error Calculation

The errors in measured cross section values were determined considering both

';r'i;tematic and btatistical erl'Ors The systematic errors of the investigated reactions are

given in Table 4.4 As an example, (he error caleulatlOn only for nMo(n,p)"'"'Nb

reaction at 14.80 MeV is shown below.'

Total error In quadrature = [(statistical crror): + (systematic errorlJ'"

'I hc statistIcal error is given by

Wherc, 0, = Cross section value

0= Average ems, section
N= Numbcr of cross section value,

We have taken three cross section values from three tllnes counting and obtained

stalislical error 7 58 % for the cross section 58.37 mb at 14,80 MeV neutron energy

Systematic error
,

= [(0 5)' + (0,2)' -I-(O 5)' + (I 5)' + (I)' + (0,5)' -I-(0 5)' + (0.3)' + (0 2)' + (0,5)']';

=2.161%
,

rotal error ~[(7.58)' +(2161)'1"

= 7.88 %

f' 5'"7 f 58.37 8'Error or 0..' m)=--d 8
100

= 4.6 mb

For all of tile JIlvestigated reactions, thc similar procedure was followed to determine

ermrs in measllI'cd cros~ section values of the selected neutron encrgy.
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